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While I was out with the dog yes-
terday afternoon, I passed by 
some wall gra�  ti. Not the type 
that you can fi nd in the feature 

somewhere inside the mag this month—which 
should be globally encouraged—but some wall 
art even I could have rustled up, wearing a 
plague doctor mask with a horse’s nosebag 
pulled down over the front of it.

In foot high letters, the statement de-
clared that:

“Art is not a crime”
Yet I’ve never seen anything so far removed 

from this thing called art that we love so 
much in all my days on the planet–not that 
I’m counting or anything but give or take, that 
amounts to something like 16,000, so let’s just 
say ‘a fair amount of opportunities' shall we?

To recap, pointing a can of paint at a wall 
to declare ‘Art is not a crime’, in something 
very far removed from your best spray-can 
handwriting, is not art at all and very much 
a crime. A crime against art, a crime against 
gra�  ti artists, a crime against the wall and in 
all likelihood, a crime in the strictest sense of 
the word.

Should the perpetrator of this crime (or 
‘perp’ as we like to say in pulp circles) happen 
to be passing by this page, I’d like to point out 
that putting four wheels on each corner of 
half a ton of metal does not make that thing a 
car—though the guy that put them there will 
adamantly have you believe it is. 

It makes me sad to say the same is also true 
of tattoos. In my heart I really do think it’s get-
ting better out there—mostly because good 
ink costs more or less the same as bad ink right 
now but the fl y swimming in the ointment lies 
within what people consider a tattoo to be.

For some, the process of tattooing is more 
than enough. Needles pierced the skin and left 
their mark, thus: “I am tattooed.” 

Somewhere along the way, there’s nothing 
and everything wrong with that because no 
matter how much I disagree, it’s true. When 
it comes to art however, the difference is 
that on some days, a bad tattoo can be put up 
against a good tattoo and the owner of the 

S A T U R D A Y  N I G H T 
&  S U N D A Y  M O R N I N G

bad can become inspired to get something 
better—whether that be something new, a 
cover-up or has lasers involved. A lesson 
learned and taken on board perhaps?

Then there are the days I see sadness walk 
into a room, cap in hand and the bad tattoo is 
put up against the good but the owner of the 
bad sees exactly the same damn thing.

A tattoo. 
It has absolutely no value to them other 

than being a tattoo, prompting the fol-
lowing conversation to take place within 
the confines of their own head: 

“Isn’t that swell… we're tattooed and the two 
of us are a tribe… blood brothers in arms…” 

Maybe we’re all just the kings and queens 
of the walls that we spray on? �

PUTTING FOUR WHEELS ON HALF A TON OF 
METAL DOES NOT MAKE IT A CAR

A STICK IN THE EYE
OF THE BEHOLDER

SION SMITH • EDITOR
editor@skindeep.co.uk

 skindeepmag

 @skindeep_uk
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ALL SUBMISSIONS TO SLEEVE NOTES GRATEFULLY RECEIVED. BE IT NEWS, AN EVENT, NEW MERCH, A STUDIO MOVE... WE'LL 
DO OUR VERY BEST TO LET EVERYBODY ELSE KNOW ABOUT IT TOO. EMAIL: NEWS@SKINDEEP.CO.UK OR IF YOU WANT TO 
BE ARCHAIC ABOUT THE WHOLE AFFAIR: SKIN DEEP, 1 MARCHER COURT, SEALAND ROAD, CHESTER CH1 6BS. BRING IT.

www.facebook.com/tattoomagazinetwitter.com/skindeepmag
SLEEVE NOTES

Your chances of winning some tickets for Tattoo Freeze are still 
alive! If I have my maths right, it’s now only one pay day to Christmas, 
so what better time for us to throw in some tickets for something to 
look forward to after you been on lockdown with your family.
It’s still a little early to know exactly what will be happening at the 
show, but it sure as hell isn’t too early to throw some tickets into 
the arena. What we have is fi ve pairs up for grabs—a diff erent fi ve 
pairs than we had last issue—to random entries pulled out of the 
hat before the end of November (we shall revisit this in the following 
issue of the mag as well—you may of course, enter more than once)—
all you need to do is send an email to editor@skindeep.co.uk with the 
subject line WINTER IS STILL COMING and we’ll take care of the rest.
Good luck!

www.tattoofreeze.com

The International Centre, Telford
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WINTER IS STILL COMING

A week or so ago, the main newspapers 
ran a story (at least online) stating 
that recent research proved that ‘the 
more tattoos you have, the angrier 
you are’. Ironically, there were a lot of 
angry people responding to the story 
in those features comment feeds. Go 
fi gure—but you know how it goes. What 
else are we going to do when you make 
a comment about something that’s 
largely already misunderstood about us, 
so in that particular instance, it’s not 
so much anger seeping through as the 
sheer frustration of ‘here we go again’.

Here’s some extracts of the original 
article from The Guardian:

“Prof Viren Swami, of Anglia 
Ruskin University, said his research 
restores the link between tattoos and 
anger. In research carried out when 
he was professor of psychology at 
Westminster, he asked 378 adults 
from London to report the number of 
tattoos they had.”

“Respondents were then questioned 
on four dispositional traits of 
aggression, including physical 
and verbal aggression, anger and 
hostility. This included asking them 
to assess how far they agreed with 
such statements as: “Given enough 
provocation, I may hit someone.”

To read the whole thing in context 
(which is only fair, but the toothpaste 
is out of the tube now)—you can fi nd it 
here: theguardian.com/fashion/2015/
oct/15/study-restores-link-between-
tattoos-and-anger

 WIN

A N G E R  M A N AG E M E N T

A week or so ago, the main newspapers 
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HALLOWEEN TATTOO BASH
07–08 November 2015
Holiday Inn Garden Court
Dunstall Park Lodge
Wolverhampton
WV6 0PE
halloweentattoobash.co.uk

BRUSSELS TATTOO CONVENTION
13–15 November 2015
Tour & Taxis
Avenue du Port 86,
1000 Brussels,
Belgium
brusselstattooconvention.be

SHEFFIELD TATTOO SHOW
14–15 November 2015
Magna Science Adventure Centre
Sheffi  eld Road,
Templeborough
Rotherham
S60 1DX
sheffi  eldtattooshow.co.uk

TRIESTE INTERNATIONAL TATTOO EXPO
20–22 November 2015
Salone degli Incanti
Riva Nazario Sauro, 1
34123 Trieste
Italy
triestetattooexpo.com

CARIAD INK TATTOO FESTIVAL
28–29 November 2015
Venue Cymru
The Promenade
Llandudno
LL30 1BB

TATTOO FESTIVAL BERLIN
05–06 December 2015
Huxleys Neue Welt
Hasenheide 107
10967 Berlin
Germany
tattoofestivalberlin.de

KINABALU TATTOO CONVENTION
11–13 December 2015
Exhibition Hall
1Borneo Hypermall
s-701, Jalan Sulaman
88400 Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah
Malaysia

6TH ANNUAL HOHOHO TATTOO SHOW
02–03 January 2016
Midleton Park Hotel
Old Cork Rd
Midleton
Co. Cork
Ireland

CONVENTION DE TATOUAGE TOULOUSE
09–10 January 2016
Diagora Espace de Congrès
et d’Exposition
Rue Pierre-Gilles de Gennes
31670 Labège,
France
toulousetattoo.com

TATTOO FREEZE
31 January 2016
The International Centre Telford
St Quentin Gate
Telford, Shropshire TF3 4JH
tattoofreeze.com

CONVENT IONS

Here's something a little special for you... 
Alongside of the Freeze giveaway opposite, we’re 
also giving four subscribers the opportunity to 
win a 'lifetime pass'. What does the bearer of 
this pass get? Free entry to a Skin Deep show 
of their choice–for life. Got a buddy? Bring them 
along too! Free access for you and a mate to 
your favourite Skin Deep Convention, for the rest 

of your days on earth. Pretty sweet, right? 
All you have to do is ‘be’ an annual subscriber to 

Skin Deep, if you’re not already getting us stuff ed 
through your letterbox every four weeks, you’ve 
still got until the 20th December to make it happen 
and you'll automatically be put into the draw. 

For full T&C's and more info, hit us up at 
skindeep.co.uk

AU ST R A L I A N ' S  H I N D U  TAT TO O  S PA R KS
A  R OW  I N  I N D I A

This could be a something, 
but it could also be slightly 
blown out of proportion—
either way it’s certainly 
something we’ve been 
hearing more in the media 
these days. See what you 
make of this story reported on 
by the BBC:

An Australian man who said 
locals from the Indian city of 
Bangalore harassed him over 
his tattoo of a Hindu goddess 
has now left the city, police 
said. Matthew Gordon said 
locals threatened him and 
his girlfriend at a restaurant, 
and that he was forced to 
write a letter of apology at a 
police station. However police 
told BBC Hindi they had not 
insisted on an apology letter.

Australia's high commission in India issued 
a statement asking its citizens to research and 
respect local customs. It was "concerned" by the 
incident and was speaking to local authorities, 
it added. Bangalore police said they are 
investigating the incident.

Speaking to local media about Saturday's incident, 
Mr Gordon said they had been harassed by a group of 
people who appeared to be political activists.

"One of them came to me and confronted me 
about my tattoo. Soon they surrounded us and 
threatened to skin my leg and remove the tattoo," 
he was quoted as saying.

Ramesh Yadav, identifi ed 
as one of the people 
responsible for heckling Mr 
Gordon, is a known activist 
from India's governing BJP 
party. He denied threatening 
Mr Gordon and said he had 
only advised him to cover the 
tattoo because it could hurt 
local sentiments.

Mr Gordon's Facebook 
posts on the incident have 
been widely shared in India. 
In one post he shared a 
picture of his letter of 
apology that he alleged 
police had forced him to 
write before he could leave 
the station.

"I should not have to 
apologise for what is on 
my skin and be put in a 

traumatising situation where it is apparently 
acceptable to be harassed, threatened and 
mobbed," he said.

However Bangalore Commissioner of Police 
NS Megharikh told BBC Hindi that they had never 
insisted on an apology letter and that Mr Gordon 
had written it on the advice of a "local friend".

"There was some altercation near the 
restaurant. In any case, the police responded to 
a call from the spot and only brought them to the 
police station to resolve the issue,'' he said.

If anybody wishes to comment, you know where 
we are.

LIFE-TIME GUEST PASS
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SLEEVE NOTES

It’s always very cool when we get mail from people 
saying that their body and mental confi dence was 
shot away and yet once they answered the call of 

the ink, those issues started to go away. Here’s one 
of those very comments along with proof positive 

of what a good piece of ink can do for you:

RANDOM READER
PHOTOGRAPH
OF THE MONTH

“My name is Caroline Pelley, I am 34 years old. I'm not a model, I'm just an ordi-
nary working mum with a wonderful husband and 2 great children. Before getting 
tattooed, I had no confi dence at all, then after going 'under the needle' several times, 
I started to really like my appearance. I had a photo shoot done, which was just for 
fun, but it was the fi rst time I had ever felt sexy and complete.

My tattoos have given me a terrifi c confi dence boost, and have changed the way I 
look at myself and how I feel. I no longer feel like the tired mother and wife but real-
ly, I just wanted to show that you don't have to be a professional model to look good.

My tattoo artist is the very talented Aaron Willett from King's Ship Tattoo in Southsea.”
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This issue, we bring you something a little diff erent to the usual in the 
shape of actual tattoos as opposed to art. Fact of the matter is, this is a 

story that can tell itself in pictures and needs no assistance from us…

psyland25.com
littleswastika.bigcartel.com
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It’s always a pleasure to receive a package in the mail from Little Swastika—before you’ve even opened it, you know 
it’s going to be a) special and b) o�  the scale regardless of what it is. Thus, it was no surprise to see this wonderful art 
project come together. The man sure knows how to document his work properly and the end result—as always—is quite 
something to behold. Enjoy.
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HYGIENE
HYSTERIA

Most of us are lucky enough to have 
never suff ered the pain or ramifi cations 

of an infected tattoo. The majority 
of tattoo artists are meticulous in 

following industry standard practices 
regarding hygiene and, although 

specifi c aftercare instructions vary 
from one tattoo shop to the next, artists 

generally take great care in educating 
customers on caring for their tattoos 
at home. But there’s always one that 

has to ruin the party for everyone else 

Unfortunately, most of all for those who 
had the misfortune to get inked by 
them, there are some less than scru-
pulous artists out there. Artists with 

little or no experience, artists that operate from 
their kitchen tables and artists that reuse needles. 
And now the law is catching up with them.

 In Wales there are proposals to bring in a new 
law that could see an end to walking in from the 
street and getting a tattoo without pre booking. 
Customers could be required to have a “cooling 
o�  period” to think about the procedure before 
getting it done. All parlours would also need a li-
cense and be subject to stricter oversight by the 
authorities. A similar upgrade in the regulation 
of how tattoo parlours operate is currently tak-
ing place in New York, and Australia beefed up 
its scrutiny of tattoo shops back in 2013. A pat-
tern is developing and it seems clear that it won’t 
be long before increased regulation hits tattoo 
artists and their shops throughout the UK.

 Most tattoo artists express skepticism about 
the increased regulation in the trade. And it’s 
not, as some have suggested, because they con-
sider themselves as ‘outsiders’ or hold a linger-
ing suspicion of authority and law enforcement. 
We’ve long moved on from the days when tat-
tooing operated on the fringes of society. The 
reason behind the reluctance is the govern-
ment’s failure to consult with the industry 

SD257.indb   18 28/10/2015   11:52
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Santa Perpetua
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when drawing up regulations. 
It’s not the fi rst time New York 
has responded disproportion-
ately to a suspected case of bad 
hygiene in a tattoo shop. In 
1961, New York City banned 
tattoos altogether in a knee-
jerk reaction to an alleged, and 
what some claim was non-ex-
istent, link between tattooing 
and a minor outbreak of Hepa-

titis B. As a result, tattooing remained illegal 
until 1997.

 In New York, the increased regulation is 
set to go into e� ect on December 12th, much 
to the chagrin of both tattoo artists and their 
clients.  The legislation will require tattoo 
studios to use single-use ink and single-use 
needles, which come in sealed, sterile pack-
ages. And while it’s already standard practice 
for reputable artists to use single-use needles, 
it’s the single-use ink that artists are strug-

gling to accept. Instead of the standard large 
bottles of inks which artists pour into small 
plastic, single use, disposable “ink caps”, they 
would have to use prepackaged ink shots. The 
problem? Many artists claim that these shots 
are lower quality ink, much more expensive 
and come in a limited range of colours. Some 
argue that it’s akin to putting the entire in-
dustry back fi fteen years.

A Change.org petition to stop the regulation 
going ahead in December was started by tat-
too artist Bridget Punsalang and already has 
close to 50,000 signatures. Bridget started the 
petition after reading the bill and realising the 
impact it would have on her profession. “The 
cost of operating as a tattoo artist would sky-
rocket,” she tells me. Not that she’s against 
regulation per se. Bridget agrees some regula-
tion helps weed out the people that are actu-
ally putting their clients in danger.

Indeed, the reasoning behind the new 
regulations, in both Wales and New York, is 
health concerns. In Wales, there has been a 
slew of infections arising from dirty needles 
used in one Newport piercing and tattoo sa-
lon. Although none of the infections were 

H Y G I E N E  H Y S T E R I A

titis B. As a result, tattooing remained illegal 

A pattern is developing and it seems clear that it won’t be long before 
increased regulation hits tattoo artists and their shops throughout the UK

Mathew Flower

Clare Lambert

Romana Kundracikova
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tattoo related, the authorities have a tenden-
cy to bundle both types of body modification 
together. Under current UK laws, local au-
thorities have no power to shut down tattoo 
studios. They are unable to carry out back-
ground checks, there is no statutory inspec-
tion regime. Only courts have the power to 
shut down salons meaning something has to 
go wrong before hand. Only then will it go to 
court resulting in a situation whereby dirty 
and dangerous tattoo shops can remain open 
and working on unsuspecting clients for long 
periods of time. But should the unprofes-
sionalism of one tattoo shop result in every 
other reputable shop in Wales, numbered at 
330, being subject to stricter regulations?

Authorities argue that regulations protect-
ing the health and safety of tattoo clients are 
necessary and important. Although all tat-
too artists are required to have a license, the 
process for obtaining one is not particularly 
onerous. As the law stands, anybody can buy 
a machine and set up shop—no qualifica-
tions required. There is no formal minimum 
standard of education required and, other 
than some basic hygiene requirements and 

a restriction on tattooing under eighteens, 
artists are pretty much given free reign over 
their operations. Not all artists have an is-
sue with regulation. Kevin Paul, the derby 
based tattoo artist and face of Channel 5’s 
Tattoo Disasters has been campaigning for 
increased regulation for several years. Paul 
is particularly perturbed by Councils licens-
ing people to work from their homes. Even 
in New York, some tattooists don’t believe 
the impending regulation is as bad as it ap-
pears. Lou Rubino, owner of Tattoo Lou's, a 
chain of seven New York studios first estab-
lished in 1958, is one of them. Regulations are 
good, he says “they keep us on our toes and 
make sure we are doing the right thing for 
our clients.” Lou also owns two of the world’s 
top pigment manufacturers Kuro Sumi and 
World Famous Tattoo Inks. And while the 

While it’s already standard practice for 
reputable artists to use single-use needles, 
it’s the single-use ink that artists are 
struggling to accept

Mathew Flower

Peter MinneyRich Knight
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cost of implementing the regulation will be a 
huge expense to manufacturers, he believes 
artists’ fears that ink will be of a lower qual-
ity are unfounded. Every brand, he says, will 
do what they have to do in order to save their 
market share and there is no reason for ink to 
be of a di� erent quality just because it’s sold 
in a single service package.

Internet rumours have fueled the debate 

on increased regulation on both sides of the 
Atlantic. But we all know the internet is full of 
opinions masquerading as facts. So, just what 
will be the e� ect of this increased regulation?

The number one e� ect? Cost. Almost every 
element of proposed legislation will result in 
extra costs to tattoo artists, which will need to 
be passed on to us, the consumers. There are 
plans to introduce professional hygiene and 
health standards, which could result in pros-
ecutions and fi nes. This, in turn, will see the 
cost of insurance for tattoo parlours rise as 
the potential to fall foul of the law is increased. 

There is also talk of the proposed legisla-
tion in Wales requiring a prospective client 
to visit a tattoo studio in advance to consult 
with the artist before going away to think 
about it. Walk ins are the bread and butter 
for many tattoo parlours. Without them, 
some artists will spend long periods of the 
day twiddling their thumbs and not earning. 
Once again, the cost will need to be passed on 
to the customers to make up for the shortfall 
and keep the business in operation.

The future of tattoo conventions as we 
know them could also be in jeopardy. Those 
of us that want to get inked by a favourite 

H Y G I E N E  H Y S T E R I A

We all know the internet is full of opinions 
masquerading as facts. So, just what will 
be the e� ect of this increased regulation?

Clare Lambert

on increased regulation on both sides of the 
Atlantic. But we all know the internet is full of 
opinions masquerading as facts. So, just what 
will be the e� ect of this increased regulation?

element of proposed legislation will result in 
extra costs to tattoo artists, which will need to 
be passed on to us, the consumers. There are 
plans to introduce professional hygiene and 
health standards, which could result in pros-
ecutions and fi nes. This, in turn, will see the 
cost of insurance for tattoo parlours rise as 
the potential to fall foul of the law is increased. 

We all know the internet is full of opinions 

Clare Lambert

Dek Kent

Santa Perpetua
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artist from outside the country or even in a 
di�erent town at a convention might have a 
very di�erent experience. Having a consulta-
tion in person, prior to a convention would 
be impossible for artists coming in from 
outside the country unless the legislation in-
corporates some sort of email consultation 
exception. And that’s before we get into the 
costs that would be associated with getting a 
hall like Motorpoint Arena in Cardi�, where 
the annual Cardi� Tattoo convention is held, 
vetted for hygiene purposes. This would re-
sult in, at best, gross increase in ticket price 
and at worst, no convention, period.

On the counter side, there are obvious 
advantages to increased regulation. Those 
among you that have ever woken up with 
a permanent reminder of a drunken bad 
decision will be spared any future embar-
rassment. The ‘cooling o� period’ will mean 
drunken customers will need to come back, 
sober, before going ahead with that ill ad-
vised Mike Tyson face tribute. Misspelled tat-
toos will hopefully be resigned to the history 
books as customers have time to think about 
the proposed designs and double check any 
dubious or questionable spellings in them.

The number one advantage for customers 
will be the security and comfort in knowing 
a tattoo shop is reputable. The new legisla-
tion in Wales would introduce a “Scores on 
the Doors” type system, which would see 
tattoo studios display a certificate in the 
window confirming its hygiene rating on 
the door similar to restaurants. Councils 
will also have the power to shut down rogue 
businesses without having to go through the 
courts system. 

Like most things in life, there are pros and 
cons to increased regulation. While the cur-
rent system of self-regulation has, by and 
large, been effective, the risks associated 
with the few who choose to neglect health 
and safety concerns are difficult to ignore. 
Whatever happens in Wales, or the rest of 
the country, we can only hope that when leg-
islation does comes in, the government will 
consult the industry and the people that will 
be ultimately be a�ected by it. ¢

The number one advantage for customers 
will be the security and comfort in knowing 
a tattoo shop is reputable

Santa Perpetua
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COMMUNITY 
SPIRIT

Beccy Rimmer has been dying to tell us about the results of her recent artistic 
project, and the important industry messages that it has brought to light…
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It’s midnight and I’m sitting in the corner of a dark 
pub alone. I’ve been running around like a headless 
chicken for the last few days, and I have stopped for 
the fi rst time in 18 hours. Heineken never tasted so 

good, that’s for sure.
Tonight’s been the open-

ing of Inked Palette, a tat-
too artist exhibition that I 
have been working on with 
Deasil, a gallery in Leam-
ington Spa.

Kate Livingston (the co-
owner of Deasil) and I got 
together for a pint back 
in June and discussed the 
possibility of putting on 
an exhibition showcasing 
UK tattoo artists. Four months later, the fruition of our 
original idea is now an actual, living, breathing thing.

16 tattoo artists and two photographers have created 
a collection of work on a variety of materials, that is now 
being displayed semi-permanently between four walls 
in the Midlands, for folk to come and see, for free.

I take this quiet pub moment to sit back and refl ect on it 
all. I rewind 18 hours to this morning where I was rock-
ing back and forth in a panic, realising I had nominated 
myself to give a speech tonight, to a room of over 100 fac-

es. We needed to say thank 
you to a shed load of peo-
ple… and I was bricking it. 
[A technical term I haven’t 
heard for some time! Ed.]

After clearing my mind 
(and drinking two cups of 
coffee), I had decided that 
there were four important 
things I wanted to get across 
tonight. Four things that 
would help explain why this 
group of 21 people had spent 

time, money and e� ort making this random thing happen.
I had also spent the last few months sending these 

four messages out into the world—to newspapers, maga-
zines and blogs, trying to spread the word about what we 
are doing. In total, I have emailed 440 di� erent journal-
ists… I just counted.
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Anyway, to help me voice these four things publicly to-
night (and to crucially, actually remember them), I write 
this down on my hand in Sharpie:

A, GB, GP, C.

A = ART
As well as writing about tattoos I work in the arts, in digital 
marketing. I’ve worked for publicly funded arts charities 
for eight years now (theatres, arts centres, etc.). What that 
means is, I work for companies who get given money from 
the government (via the Arts Council) to make great art.

These organisations are given that funding because art is 
an extremely powerful thing that can enhance, change and 
inspire people’s lives in many ways. Because arts organisa-
tions want to o� er the general public those experiences for 
as cheap as possible, they need the funding to exist.

It’s the job of the Arts Council (and other arts funding 
bodies) to decide which companies, people and chari-

ties ‘deserve’ what amount of money, if any at all. A job 
which I have never envied—how can you calculate the 
value of an artistic experience?

 Live theatre, music, fi ne art exhibitions, outdoor per-
formances, workshops for children‚ the UK is fi lled with 
opportunities to engage with the arts. For me, explor-
ing and embracing tattoo culture should be categorised 
with all of the above.

When large UK galleries meet to decide what to pro-
gramme and curate for their cultural programme they 
probably discuss fi ne art, photography, sculpture, graf-
fi ti, installations, digital, mixed media… imagine a world 
where the genre of ‘tattoo art’ always sat within those 
discussions too.

I’m preaching to the converted sharing these words 
in this magazine but I think it’s accurate to say that the 
majority of the general public, outside of our tattooed 
communities, don’t regard tattoos as art. Many of my 

C O M M U N I T Y  S P I R I T

How can you calculate the value of an artistic experience? How can you calculate the value of an artistic experience? 
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friends, family and colleagues still think getting a tattoo 
is walking into a dark back-alley shop somewhere a bit 
dodgy and choosing a little symbol from a picture on the 
wall. They’re not aware that tattooing is a substantial 
artistic process.

One of the strong ambitions of our exhibition was to 
draw those people into the gallery doors and show them 
that tattooing is art, and tattooists are artists.

GB = GIVING BACK
Most artists create work to express something in a spe-
cifi c and individual way. In that creative process, there 
is the artist, their tools, and the fi nal product they are 
creating. Tattoo artists do the same, but there’s a client 
thrown in there too.

Apart from graphic designers, I can’t think of any 
other artists who create work exclusively for another 
person. The whole process has to keep two individuals 

content, which is why it’s an interesting thing for us to 
write about and explore in this magazine. We wanted 
the exhibition to give something back to a community 
of artists who are pretty selfl ess when it comes to the 
work they create.

GP = GENERAL PUBLIC
There is a strong belief in this industry that quite often 
the people who walk into studios to get tattooed have been 
mis-informed and mis-educated about what tattoo art is.

I was in a pub last week and when the landlord noticed 
my tattoos he said, “so, what bike do you ride?” When he 
discovered that I hadn’t arrived on my Harley, he was 
shocked to say the least. Tattoos = bikers. That’s still a 
thing out there.

Tattoo stereotypes, TV programmes about tattoo 
nightmares, shock tactic newspaper articles—it’s no 
wonder that the general public have a certain perception 

Tattooing is a substantial artistic process

 S K I N  D E E P  M A G A Z I N E  •  2 7
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When a group of people put their minds together about 
something… good shit can happen

about what tattooing is. I explored 
this in detail a couple of months ago 
in my article about Channel 4’s new 
show Tattoo Fixers‚ issue 254 if you 
fancy reading more.

Kate and myself thought, if we can 
create something that breaks down the 
barriers of misconception, and then we 
can shout about it as much as possible, 
maybe it’s a step in the right direction. 
Change is the result of education.

C = COMMUNITY
I’m sitting alone in this pub tonight, but it’s fi lled with oth-
er people. The tattoo artists that have travelled to see the 
launch event of their work have stayed late into the night to 
fi nally meet and chat to each other, and I’ve left them to it.

I’m sure I won’t o� end too many people if I boldly say 
that I have met lots of di� erent tattoo artist personali-
ties over the last few years. I’ve met some who have a 
goal of money and business, some who have the priority 
of raising profi le of their name, some who think/know 
their work is exceptional. The 16 artists who created 
work for Inked Palette were none of these things.

We’ve unintentionally created a community of artists 

who have similar attitudes: they are 
completely dedicated to what they do 
24/7, are humble and critical of their 
own work, and above all else, have a 
strong love and passion for the art 
they create and the art of others.

As I stand in front of this room of 
over 100 people, sweat rubbing o�  the 
scribble on my hand, I end my thank 
you speech: “any event that can inad-
vertently create a community of peo-
ple, is a fucking cool thing.”

A fi nal thank you from me, to the 20 
people who have inspired everything above. I think when 
a group of people put their minds together about some-
thing… good shit can happen. Let’s name with no shame 
these lovely people:

Joanne Baker, David Brace, James Bull, Paula Castle, 
Aron Cowles, Nicola Cry, The Hores, Hannya Jayne, 
William Jones, Shirin Scales, Adam Thomas , Charlotte 
Timmons , Shaun Von Sleaze, Alex Stark, Shaun Wil-
liams, Kat Winifred, Niall Patterson, Katy Jane-Riches, 
Kate Livingston, Kate Bramwell. ¬

Inked Palette ran at Deasil Art Gallery from 3–23 October 2015

C O M M U N I T Y  S P I R I T

I’m sitting alone in this pub tonight, but it’s fi lled with oth- people who have inspired everything above. I think when 
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STOCKHOLM
SYNDROME

Gallon Tattoo • Hökarängen, Stockholm, Sweden. (Hökarängsplan 14).
gallontattoo.se   studio@gallontattoo.se

I'VE BEEN STUDYING ART MORE OR LESS SINCE 
I WAS TEN, ALWAYS BEEN DRAWING AND 
PAINTING INSTEAD OF PLAYING 

Veronica Lendel has been tattooing for the last five years, a passion 
that has taken her around the globe. Now working back in her native 

Sweden we talk her love of all things Bowie and Art Nouveau. 

Veronica grew up in Stockholm, Sweden and in-spite of her many 
travels, now lives and works there again. She spent most of her 
childhood drawing and painting rather than playing with the other 
children, so perhaps it’s only natural that as an adult she found a 

way to make her passion her job:
“I've been studying art more or less since I was ten, always been drawing 

and rather drew and painted instead of playing. After high school I worked at 

mentor enabled her to start tat-
tooing quite quickly and work with 
paying clients.

“My mentor was Greg Oler and the 
shop was called Gargoyle Tattoo. We 
had mutual respect for each other 
from the beginning and wanted me to 

a cheese shop for a little while, which 
was fun, but then I started study-
ing again. I studied information de-
sign, with informative illustration 
at Mälardalen University and got a 
bachelors degree in that.”

After studying her BA in Sweden, her 
studies also took her to the US as an ex-
change student, a trip that first led her 
to romance then to start tattooing,

“I went as an exchange student to 
San Diego for a semester. I ended up 
staying in the States for about three 
years, and it is where I learned how 
to tattoo. I started as an apprentice 
in March 2010. There was a little 
shop close to where I lived, I brought 
in my drawings and asked if they 
would take me as an apprentice.”

Veronica felt that her ability to 
learn fast and the respect of her 

learn and not use me for cleaning and 
buying coffee. I learned pretty fast 
and started taking paying customers 
pretty early, for simple designs.”

After working in Gargoyle for a 
while, Veronica decided to move fur-
ther north in the US and on recom-
mendation visited tattoo shop Der-
malGrafix, where she also wound up 
working for a while.

“I moved further north in San 
Diego and I had to find a new shop. 
My mentor told me to at least visit 
DermalGrafix because it was a cool 
shop. I talked to the owner Andy 
Sussman and he decided to give me 
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WE ARE LIKE SIBLINGS AND 
WITH SIGNIFICANT OTHERS 
AND FRIENDS IN THE SHOP 

WE'RE LIKE A LITTLE FAMILY. 
I'M REALLY HAPPY I ENDED UP 
IN THIS SHOP AND WOULDN'T 

SWITCH SHOPS FOR 
ANYTHING IN THE WORLD 

S T O C K H O L M  S Y N D R O M E
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a chance, which he didn't regret.”
Veronica remembers the interior décor of DermalGrafix is also quite 

unique sight:
“It looks like the scenography from an Indiana Jones movie or something, 

with a skull fountain in one corner and a giant beetle right above the bathroom 
door and cave-like walls, everything was handmade by the previous owner.”

Moving once more for love, Veronica decided to move back home from the 
US to Stockholm and again what started with romance ended with tattooing,

“Me and my husband wanted to move back to Sweden to eventually start on 
a family since the conditions are a lot better than in the States. We are now di-

started doing more and more real-
ism, portraits and such. I really en-
joy doing them and wouldn't mind if 
that became my specialty. I also like 
doing weird animals with big eyes 
and bearded hunks.”

In developing her realism work Ve-
ronica has always had a knack for rep-
licating images from photographs, 

vorced, but I'm still happy to be back 
in my hometown.”

Veronica has now worked for the last 
two years at Gallon Tattoo in Stock-
holm owned by Henrik Gallon, who is 
a master at woodcut style tattoos and 
she also works with Emil Pettersson.

“The studio I work at is a small 
shop in the suburbs of Stockholm. We 
try to have a friendly environment 
where everybody feels welcome. We 
always have a pot of co�ee on and like 
to talk to our customers over a cup of 
co�ee before start tattooing.”

As well as the friendly atmosphere 
of the shop Veronica thinks that as art-
ists they all three really compliment 
each other and have a great bond.

“We are like siblings and with sig-
nificant others and friends in the 
shop we're like a little family. I'm 
really happy I ended up in this shop 
and wouldn't switch shops for any-
thing in the world.”

Clients generally find Veronica 
both online and in the more tradi-
tional word of mouth way,

“I always get amazed when I get 
new followers on Instagram‚ people 
from all over the world, but the word 
of mouth is still the greatest adver-
tisement. Customers telling their 
friends, who tell their friends and so 
on and also by just showing o� their 
tattoos when they are out and about.

“Since I've only been working in 
Sweden for two years, I'm still build-
ing my clientele but I discovered 
lately that a lot of people come in 
looking for me that got recommend-
ed by a friend or co-worker.”

Veronica does not have a chosen 
style of tattooing but likes having the 
flexibility to work many styles.

“I try to stay all-rounded, I can 
tackle most styles, but recently I 

her inspiration with her realism 
work it is really down to the chosen 
image but with her more illustrative 
work inspiration comes from Art 
Nouveau, animals, and nature.

“I've always been good at copying 
pictures. I've been drawing portraits 
from photographs for a long time. I 
think either you have an eye for it or 
you don’t. It's about seeing details and 
shapes instead of looking at the whole 
thing. There's not much inspiration 
involved in realism, but in other cases 
it could just be a picture I come across 
or someone that says something and 
I think that would make a cool tattoo. 
I really like the art work of Alphonse 
Mucha and think his art is beautiful 
and would translate easily into tat-
toos. Then always nature, pretty flow-
ers and cool animals.”

As her career at Gallon Tattoo has 
progressed, Veronica finds herself 
tattooing more and more realism:

“I do a lot more realism and por-
traits now than when I started for sure. So I feel it's moving in the right 
direction, a satisfied customer is the best advertisement I can get. Right 
now I'm booked maybe one or two months in advance, depending on what 
time of the year it is.”

Talking about the artists that she admires, like most tattooists these days, 
Veronica looks to the global stage as well as closer to home,

“Of course I have to mention my co-workers Emil Pettersson, who's the mas-
ter of lettering and Henrik Gallon, who has a very unique old woodcut kind of 
style. I'm proud to wear artwork from both of them. Then I also admire Nikko 

MY MENTOR WAS 
GREG OLER AND THE 
SHOP WAS CALLED 
GARGOYLE TATTOO. 

WE HAD MUTUAL 
RESPECT FOR EACH 

OTHER FROM THE 
BEGINNING. HE 
WANTED ME TO 

LEARN AND NOT USE 
ME FOR CLEANING 

AND BUYING COFFEE 

Lost in Translation
I love to ask artists their experiences 

of clients across the world and 
for Veronica it was the difference 
between the US and Europe,
“They're different, in the States it often seems 
like the customer wants a tattoo, rather than 
a good tattoo, as long as it's cheap. It also 
depends on where you work or how famous 
you are of course. But here (Europe) people 
are more interested in the artwork and of 
quality, so I feel I develop a lot faster here 
than in the States. But I also had some good 
customers in the States, especially people 
in the military, and also some customers 
here are only interested in cheap tattoos too. 
Although, people always tip you in the States 
which doesn't happen that often here.”
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Hurtado of course and Boris, Jesse Smith, Johanna 
Thor at Blue Bird in Västerås, Sweden, Emily Rose 
Murray in Melbourne, Australia. It's always hard to 
name-drop a bunch of people and I discover new 
brilliant artists every day through social media. 
I just enjoy seeing beautiful, well made pieces of 
body art.”

Veronica has a great admiration of the craft of 
tattooing and as we all know, working as a busy art-
ist does not really leave much space for down time,

tivity, so I wanted to know what she 
would do if she wasn’t a tattoo artist,

“I studied informative illustration, 
so hopefully something with illustra-
tion. Plan B was to become a teacher 
of some kind, but I'm so happy to be 
able to do what I love every day. I 
probably would've tried to become a 
tattoo artist until I succeeded.”

Veronica’s approach to the future is 
quite fl uid, like most creative people 
she enjoys the surprises and discover-
ies of working in an artistic industry.

“I don't have any plans, I like to 
see where my life and work takes me. 
Like where I am now, but would like 
to do more guest spots. I always have 
a spot at my old shop DermalGrafi x 
in Escondido, CA though. We usu-
ally go to Great British Tattoo Show 
in London but I would like to go to 
more conventions in Sweden and the 
rest of the world too.

“I'm still in the beginning of my ca-
reer, so I'll just see what happens in 
the future.”

Sounds like a great plan to me. �

“Since my work is kind of my hob-
by I don't really have time for a lot of 
other things, if I do have time I draw 
or paint. I also like to just relax and 
watch movies and TV-shows or hang 
out with friends and family. Just try-
ing to enjoy my life to the fullest.”

But Veronica does also love her 
music and is a girl after my own heart 
with her love of Bowie,

“I listen to a lot of ’70s–’80s heavy 
metal, but a lot of other kind of mu-
sic too. My house god is David Bowie. 
The only music I'm not to fond of is 
hip hop, rap and abstract jazz.”

Veronica would have always found 
a way to make a living from her crea-

S T O C K H O L M  S Y N D R O M E

I ALWAYS GET AMAZED 
WHEN I GET NEW 
FOLLOWERS ON 
INSTAGRAM, PEOPLE 
FROM ALL OVER THE 
WORLD. BUT THE 
WORD OF MOUTH IS 
STILL THE GREATEST 
ADVERTISEMENT 

Hurtado of course and Boris, Jesse Smith, Johanna 
Thor at Blue Bird in Västerås, Sweden, Emily Rose 
Murray in Melbourne, Australia. It's always hard to 

brilliant artists every day through social media. 

“Since my work is kind of my hob-
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This November tattoo artist fade FX will be heading 
deep into the jungles of Borneo to meet the last of 
the head hunter tribes people who still practice the 
ancient art of Iban hand tapped tattooing. Fade has 
visited the rainforest of Borneo on many occasions 

but this time she will be joined by award winning 
fi lm maker Tom Kelly who aims to capture this dying 

art form and explore the threats the Skrang Iban 
culture face. Fade’s hope is that the documentary 

will raise awareness to allow the Skrang Iban people 
to continue their traditional sustainable way of life
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“The rainforest is an amazing place and we hope to capture the mys-
tery and beauty of what remains of the unspoilt jungle.”

Explains Fade as she sits sipping co� ee in her stylish Brighton 
based tattoo studio.

“The only thing we won’t be able to capture is the smell of the rainforest,” she 
laughs. “It’s such a unique place and the smell is just something else. It’s rich, 
earthy and has this living quality that is indescribable.”

Fade is based in Brighton where she has her own private tattoo studio. After an 
intense apprenticeship she set up her own business in Lewes but her continued 
success meant she wanted bigger and better premises in a more accessible loca-
tion. Fade combines her work as a tattooist with her love of travel and she has 
tattooed all over the globe

“I’ve travelled quite a bit and I’ve tattooed in the USA, Australia, Europe and 
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of course Borneo. All of them were great 
places to visit and work but Borneo holds a 
real special place in my heart. It took a lot of 
perseverance to get the Skrang Iban to teach 
me hand tapped tattooing as its secrets are 
closely guided even within the tribe let alone 
them being accessed by an outsider from the 
other side of the globe.”

Fade fi rst went to Borneo in 2008 with her 
heart set on learning hand tapped tattoo-

ing. The method involves using two drum 
stick sized pieces of wood, one with needles 
attached to the end, to gently tap the skin 
pushing ink under the surface. The origins of 
the technique have been lost in time but date 
back to the Stone Age. These ancient tattoo 
practices have been kept alive in the isolated 
jungles of Borneo.

“When I fi rst went to Borneo I spent time 
with members of the Skrang Iban tribe living 
with them and learning about their culture. 
The Skrang people are named after the Sk-
rang river along whose banks they tradition-
ally lived and if you want to go and see them 
the river is the only way; roads haven’t made 
it to their villages yet.”

I put it to Fade that it must have been dif-
fi cult gaining the trust of the tribal tattooists.

“It was but I had a lot of help from my 
friend Jeremy Lo from Monkey Tattoo Stu-
dio in Borneo. Tattooing in Borneo was lost 

H E A D  H U N T E R S

Meet fi lm maker Tom Kelly
Tom J Kelly is a Film & 
Commercial Director based 
in the U.K. He is an award 
winning short fi lm maker.
"My vision for this documentary 
from a cinematography 
perspective is to create 
beautiful imagery of the 
country and the journey we 
take to get to the tribe using 
cinematic composition and 
time-lapse while keeping 
a sense of immediacy and 
realism with the use of 
handheld shots when Fade is 
engaging with the locals.”
“My direction for the fi lm will be 
to encourage Fade to use her 
knowledge of the subject matter 
to ask the kind of questions 
which will provide real insight 
for people who have a keen 
interest in this form of tattooing 
and culture while making sure 
that people with less knowledge 
(me) understand what’s being 
talked about. There will also be 
elements of travel documentary 
styles as well as the sub-plot 
of the aggressive logging which 
is happening in the region and 
causing great harm to the 
tribe we will be living with.”
“I hope the documentary 
forms an important piece of 
work which can educate and 
enlighten people about the lives 
of the Iban tribe, their history 
and the deep links their tattoos.”

ing. The method involves using two drum 
stick sized pieces of wood, one with needles 
attached to the end, to gently tap the skin 
pushing ink under the surface. The origins of 
the technique have been lost in time but date 
back to the Stone Age. These ancient tattoo 
practices have been kept alive in the isolated 
jungles of Borneo.

with members of the Skrang Iban tribe living 
with them and learning about their culture. 
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for a generation as Christian culture dis-
placed the traditional Iban way of life. It was 
di�  cult for Jeremy to learn about the tradi-
tional tattooing as a lot of the elderly tattoo-
ist are reluctant to pass on their secrets. He’d 
spend days with them and all he’d get was a 
snippet of information. His work and perse-
verance paved the way for me. They trusted 
Jeremy and he trusted me so it was a lot eas-
ier for me to be accepted with his backing.”

Fade is one of the few westerners to be 
taught the Iban’s tattoo secrets.

“At fi rst Jeremy was reluctant to train me 
and show me the techniques but I think he 
was just testing me out because you don’t 
want to teach everyone your secrets. I think 
once he saw I really wanted to keep the tradi-
tion alive and my interest in the culture and 
being part of it he began to teach me.”

“As far as I know I’m the only person in 

the UK who does this particu-
lar style and Jeremy is one of a 
handful of modern tattooists in 
Borneo keeping the tradition 
alive. I feel really lucky to have 
been taught how to do this. I 
thought there’d be at least a few 
people in the UK doing what I 
do but when I asked Jeremy he told me that I 
was the only one which was pretty humbling.”

It was on her last trip to Borneo Fade de-
cided that Iban tattooing needed document-
ing before it was lost.
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“The world is changing for the 
Iban and the Skrang Iban’s culture 
is under threat. Not many of the 
pre-Christian Iban tattooists re-
main and those who do are getting 
too old to practice or are struggling 
to recruit and maintain apprentic-
es. Last time I was there I worked 

at the 3rd Borneo Traditional Tattoo Expo a 
convention held in the rainforest. I got tat-
tooed by one of the Skrang elders which was 

such an honour. He is now in his late seven-
ties and remembers tribal life before the 
missionaries arrived and began the destruc-
tion of the traditional way of life. That really 
struck a chord with me that this beautiful, 
dedicate tattoo technique was dwindling and 
that I had to do something about preserving 
it and making the world aware it existed.”

Fade feel it is her duty as a hand tapped 
tattooist to try and save the art form for fu-
ture generations.

“Ever since the Europeans fi rst arrived in 
Borneo during the colonial period the tra-
ditional Iban way of life has been changing. 
That process has accelerated drastically 
since the 1950’s with the destruction of the 
rainforest by the logging industry. Illegal 
logging is a real problem as it’s destroying the 

H E A D  H U N T E R S
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rainforest, killing the wild-
life and polluting the riv-
ers. More and more young 
Iban are choosing to leave 
the villages for the towns 
and cities and abandon-
ing the old ways of life. 
Capitalist values and 
Christianity are winning 
out over tribal customs 
and shamanic beliefs.”

Fade has already been 
the subject of a film by 
Emmy award winning 

production company Ember films but this 
time she wants the Iban and their art to be 
the focus not her.

“The fi lm isn’t about me I’m just the voice 
bringing attention to this beautiful art form. 
Tom is very passionate about telling stories 
through the medium of film and he shared 
my enthusiasm for capturing the last of the 
hand tapped tattooists. I trust Tom and he is 
a very genuine guy who wears his heart on his 
sleeve which will help him integrate with the 
Iban. The Iban are very noble and proud and 
naturally wary of outsiders. They are very 
genuine people free of the bullshit that dogs 

The Ancient Art of Hand 
Tapped Tattooing
Traditionally needles for hand 
tapping would have been 
manufactured from whatever 
sharp material was available; 
anything from thorns to pig’s 
teeth. Traditional inks would 
have been made from a paste 
of sugar and carbon. The source 
of carbon was burnt food from 
the bottom of cooking pots. 
Hand tapping using modern 
metal needles is a lot less 
painful than machine tattooing. 
It just feels like being pinched. 
Hand tapping works at an angle 
of 90 degrees which pierces the 
skin but the needles don’t travel 
through the skin. Machines push 
the needles into the skin at a 45 
degree angle putting pockets of 
ink into the skin. Hand tapped 
tattoos take longer and have 
a softer, thicker line but there 
is less trauma and therefore 
less bleeding. Many people 
being hand tapped for the fi rst 
time are surprised how gentle 
the process is. As there is less 
trauma than machine tattooing 
the healing time is signifi cantly 
shorted and the tattoos don’t 
dry or scab. Very little after care 
is needed and you are left with a 
beautiful, clear, soft lined tattoo.

rainforest, killing the wild-
life and polluting the riv-
ers. More and more young 
Iban are choosing to leave 
the villages for the towns 
and cities and abandon-
ing the old ways of life. 
Capitalist values and 
Christianity are winning 
out over tribal customs 
and shamanic beliefs.”
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our culture. When they learn to trust you 
they treat you like family and I don’t think I 
have met more warm and welcoming people.”

“I wanted to get back to Borneo as quickly 
as possible and thanks to a very successful 
Kickstarter campaign and the generous spon-
sorship of Skin Deep and Jazz Publishing, we 

managed to get a budget together and could set 
about planning the trip for November 2015.”

Historically the Iban have a formidable 
reputation. The early Christian missionaries 
returned home with tales of tribal warfare and 
ritualistic cannibalism. Even today in the more 
remote regions tribal hostilities rear up and 
rumours of headhunting persist. Fade’s biggest 
concern though is not legends of cannibals.

“The weather is my biggest worry as we will 
be fi lming during monsoon season. To get to 
Ulu Skrang village, where we will doing a big 
chunk of the fi lming, we will be travelling by 
wooden long boat up the Skrang river which 
will be fast fl owing and swollen from all the 
rain. If we lose a camera in the river we won’t 
be getting it back and I wouldn’t fancy me or 
Tom’s chances if we went overboard what 
with the current and crocodiles.”

I ask if Tom shares her fear about the mon-
soon and Fade smiles.

“No his biggest fear is the spiders!” �

H E A D  H U N T E R S

Footnote: We will of course be reporting back from the adventure when the 
time is right—tune in at all the usual places for details.
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INSURANCE FOR  
BODY PIERCERS & TATTOO ARTISTS

•  Premiums start from £79.50
•  Laser Tattoo Removal Insurance from £344.50
•  Buildings, contents, liability cover
•  Work away cover
•  Standalone mobile cover available
•  UK and Ireland coverage
•  Treatment cover available
•  Glass cover
•  Convention cover

GUIDANCE AND PROTECTION

To find out more or to obtain a quote contact Carl Tero

 

01604 615427 or 07713 558272

Email: carl.tero@insurance-world.co.uk

www.insurance-world.co.uk Insurance World is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

SOME OF THE FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF OUR COVER

Dexter Tattoo Manchester

vincentdexter@live.com
tel: 077548 68040
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A TRUE TATTOO FAMILY EVENT! A TRUE TATTOO FAMILY EVENT! 

Ticket hotline – 01244 881895 Ext 523  

SUNDAY 31st JANUARY 2016

WHAT’S ON?
OVER 150 
WORLD CLASS 
TATTOO ARTISTS
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SKATEBOARD 
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LIVE MUSIC

TRADERS  
& VENDORS

ROLLER  
DERBY RUMBLE

THE NATIONAL  
TATTOO  

PHOTOGRAPHY 
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AND SO  
MUCH MORE!

THE UK’S 1STTATTOOCONVENTION OF THE YEAR
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ON SALE 
NOW!
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BEN HORROCKS • CRIS BAKER • JON LEIGHTON • JON POTTER
JOSH MCALLISTER • LOU BRAGG • MARTHA SMITH

MATER TOTEMICA • PIERLUIGI DELIPERI • TIM CHURCH • YARDA 
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INSTAGRAM.COM/BENHORROCKS/
BENHORROCKSINK@HOTMAIL.CO.UKBEN HORROCKS 
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THEDROPOFINK.TUMBLR.COM
CHRIS@THEDROPOFINK.COMCRIS BAKER
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INSTAGRAM: @JONLEIGHTONTATTOO
JONLEIGHTON1904@GMAIL.COMJON LEIGHTON
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JONPOTTERTWISTEDIMAGE@GMAIL.COM
INSTAGRAM: JONPOTTER_TWISTEDIMAGEJON POTTER
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JSHMCALLISTER@GMAIL.COM
INSTAGRAM.COM/MCALLISTERTATTOO/JOSH MCALLISTER
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SUBSTUDIO@LIVE.CO.UK
SUBLIMINALTATTOOSTUDIO.CO.UKLOU BRAGG
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MARTHAELLENSMITH@GOOGLEMAIL.COM
MARTHAELLENSMITH.TUMBLR.COMMARTHA SMITH
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INSTAGRAM.COM/TOTEMICA
MRS.TOTEMICA@GMAIL.COMMATER TOTEMICA
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TATTOOCREWPRODUCTION.COM
TATTOOCREWPRODUCTION@LIBERO.ITPIERLUIGI DELIPERI
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HTTPS://INSTAGRAM.COM/TIMXCHURCH
TIMXCHURCH@GMAIL.COMTIM CHURCH
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YARDA@TATTOOLLEIDA.COM
INSTAGRAM : YARDA_DYARDA

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON

BROTHERS IN ARMS
The UK’s favourite tattoo magazines are

now available on iPad, iPhone and Android devices

www.skindeep.co.uk www.skinshots.co.uk

Skin Deep and its sister title, Skin Shots, are now available on iPad, iPhone,
Kindle Fire and a mix of other Android devices.*

Each app includes a free issue to get you going and if you subscribe
you can save £21.36 on the cover price.**
* To see if your Android device is compatible with the app, download the free issue.

** Relates to Skin Deep. Price correct at time of publication.

Skin Deep and Skin Shots Joint Digital Ad.indd   1 11/03/2015   13:58
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Sometimes you need microchips and quiet, vacuum-sealed robots to get 
the tool you're after. But as a growing number of tattoo artists are fi nding, 
sometimes there's no substitute for a guy repeatedly hitting red hot metal 

with a hammer. That's what Strong Stamp Irons—a two man crew operating 
in a forge in Turkey—are all about: hand-forged, precision tattoo machines, 
each one unique. We struck up a Q and A session with tattoo artist Utku Ravi 
Sunac and blacksmith Ali Izzet Caliskan to talk about how it all began, their 
growing profi le and their mission to move away from a 'plasticised industry' 
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strongstampirons.com   strongstamp@gmail.com

 strongstampirons   brainersink

(Note to readers: mostly, the guys answered as a team un-
less stated. It's a tricky business this translation lark!)

Let's start with your own ink. When did you start getting 
tattooed and what was the reason for it?
Utku: I was always interested tattoos and tattoo culture. 
When I was nineteen I wanted to be a tattoo artist, so I 
built an amateur tattoo machine from a Walkman motor 
and did my fi rst experimental tattoos on myself.
Ali: I think all tattoos have a story. My own fi rst tattoo was 
a Blues Brothers one, because I love listening to and play-
ing blues music. 

And how did you fi rst get into your respective professions? 
We don't have a big involved story like Kat Von D. We 
can't say exactly how it happened - it's just random life.

How about the idea for Strong Stamp Irons? Where did 
that come from? 
U: We worked on our own businesses for many years, 
then Ali came to my shop one day. He wanted an anvil tat-
too. We started talking, and after our conversations we 
had the idea for SSI, started to develop it and started to 
work together.

How easy was it to get things off  the ground? 
It was really hard at fi rst. There was nobody else to help 
us in Turkey's tattoo industry, we had to gain experience 
and do everything by ourselves.

After you met and started talking about the business, how 
long did it take to get started? Some people would never 
have the courage to begin, so why did you take the risk?
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To begin with it was just a hobby for us at 
weekends. We were making some proto-
types and evaluating them. After doing it as a 
hobby for two years, we decided to work full 
time. We don't really see it as a risk: people 
are pretty strong and if you want to, you can 
withstand anything. At least we’re healthy 
and still young - what have we got to lose ex-
cept money?

Now that you're working on it full time, what are 
you trying to accomplish with your products?
We want to kick the ass of any brands and 
manufacturers that design their products on 
a computer, have never been tattooed and 
have never visited a tattoo studio.

So you believe that people who make tat-
tooing products need to know what it’s like 
to work in a studio and to have experience of 
creating tattoos? 
Of course we do! Ask yourself: should a guy 
who can't drive a car, build a car?

Can you take us through the process of mak-
ing one of your pieces? How does it start, 
and how do you develop things?
For custom products, we draw the design 
first and then render it as a technical draw-
ing. Each piece is di�erent, there are no pre-
fabricated parts—we hand-forge each part 
from scratch. Usually we don't like to use 
industrial machines because they can’t 'feel' 
the piece as we can.

It’s interesting that you say machines can’t 
'feel' the piece in the same way as you. Why is 
it important to you to keep that personal con-
nection to your materials when you work?
When you're in the process of creating 
something by hand, you touch every part 
of the product, you can easily sense any 
weaknesses. If you leave it to machines, you 
won't know if it's strong or not. You're leav-
ing it to chance. 

The end result—your tattoo machines - have 
a very strong, industrial look and feel. Was 
that a deliberate choice? 
Not exactly. We didn't really choose a style, 
we’re just building the kind of products that 
we would like to use. 

To begin with it was just a 
hobby for us at weekends. We 
were making some prototypes 

and evaluating them
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With that in mind, can you explain to some-
one who isn't a tattoo artist—like me—why 
it's a good thing that tattoo machines aren't 
all the same?
Tattoo machines look simple, but they're a feat 
of engineering. Amateurs may think the job, 
and the machine, is simple—but they gradu-
ally learn that a lot of di�erent kinds of tattoo 
styles depend on the machines being used. 

What kind of reactions do you get to your work?
Most people choose our products because 
they’re hand made and custom built. We 
think people appreciate that: we're not just 
doing this for the money. I think that's why 
we win people's approval. 

What have been the best and worst things 
about SSI so far? When you’re working with 
a forge you must have some interesting and 
difficult days at work!
Actually, we don't have too many bad times 
in the workshop, because we’re doing what 
we want to do. The most interesting (or frus-
trating) thing is that tattoo artists from all 
around the world love our products, but we 
have very small customer base in Turkey. 
That can be hard to accept.

How would you describe the current state of 
tattooing in Turkey, in that case?
Modern Turkish tattoo culture only dates back 
around twenty or twenty-five years, and unfor-

When you're in the process of creating something 
by hand, you touch every part of the product, 
you can easily sense any weaknesses
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tunately the religious system doesn't support 
it. Also, for economic reasons tattoo products 
cost three or four times as much as they do in 
Europe. So it's a slow-moving profession.

But despite all of these factors, there are 
Turkish tattoo artists who are known world-
wide. Going to conventions in Turkey and 
other countries is helping us to raise our pro-
file too, but it's quite hard for us to travel to 
Europe and the US because of the difficult 
process of getting a visa.

What about the Turkish tattoo community 
itself? What's it like?
We have a lot of tattoo shops almost all over 
the country. Generally in the east, there are 
lots of tribal tattoos, criminal tattoos and 
little fashion shits. In western Turkey we're 
more like the European tattoo community. So 
if you're heavily tattooed you should visit the 

west of the country, otherwise it can be a little 
bit dangerous, especially with all the political 
problems we've had in the last few years.

Wrapping up, do you have a favourite style 
of tattooing or an artist you really admire? Is 
there anyone you would really like to make a 
piece for /work with?
God bless Sailor Jerry (Hori Smoku)! We'd 
also love to work in the same workshop as 
artists like Rob Rutherford, Aaron Cain, Seth 
Ciferri and Mike Pike.

Finally, what about forging the future?
A: For now, I'm totally focused on the Strong 
Stamp Irons project!
U: I'm also still tattooing at my wife’s shop, 
‘Brainers Ink’. There are five artists, plus oc-
casional guests. We're the best in town. If you 
want to see Istanbul, come and visit us! �

If you leave it to machines, you 
won't know if it's strong or 

not. You're leaving it to chance
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Sasha Erickson—also known as Tattooed 
Martha—is not only an amazing chef 

with a penchant for working Sailor Jerry 
Rum into her recipes, she’s also an avid 

tattoo collector and wife of talented 
artist Joshua 'Bacon' Erickson. If that 
doesn't sound like the kind of person 

you’d want to play arcade games with 
while talking food and ink, there’s 

something wrong with you, my friend 

TATTOOS
and

CUPCAKES

www.tattooedmartha.com

 bacon_tattoos

“I had just been let go 
from an emotionally 
and mentally draining 
corporate job, which 

was devastating until I realized 
getting away from there was 
exactly what I needed,” begins 
Sasha Erickson, recounting 
how Tattooed Martha, her suc-
cessful (and extremely envy-
inducing) blog, first started.

“Instead of wallowing in self-
pity, I decided I would simply 
create something each and 
every day. A craft, recipe or, in 
many cases, a disaster!” she 
laughs. “It sparked my pas-
sion and creativity again, so I 
started taking photos and shar-
ing tutorials. Tattooed Mar-
tha, a play o� Martha Stewart, Tattooed Martha by Lindsey Rickert Photography W
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became a nickname when I 
started sharing photos of what 
I was doing on my Instagram 
and ultimately became the 
name of my blog.”

“Following other bloggers 
and hearing their stories about 
turning their hobby into a ca-
reer was my main fuel to keep 
going,” she adds. “Tattooed 
Martha kept picking up mo-
mentum and I knew I couldn’t 
look back. This is what I should 

have always been doing.”
“I gave up a steady income and all the 

other benefits that come along with a cor-
porate nine-to-five job. It’s a little scary not 
knowing if your posts are going to do well or 
not, which directly affects your traffic and 
monthly income, but it’s a chance well worth 
taking when you’re pursuing what you love.”

That passion is what makes the constant 
need for multi-tasking easier and keeps Erick-
son motivated to always roll with the punches. 
Even when a typical day is “sadly, not as excit-
ing as one might think!” she laughs.

“One thing I didn’t realise when I started a 
blog is that you have to juggle a lot of roles: 

Photographer, editor, cook, crafter, web de-
signer, social media manager, etc. If I’m not 
creating content, I’m editing photos, writing 
posts and doing behind-the-scenes mainte-
nance for the site. And I probably have my 
16-pound cat, Punk, snuggled up in my lap—
one of the perks of working from home!”

SASHA BECOMES MARTHA
Although cooking sounds like a dream job, 
creating recipes from scratch is anything 
but simple. “I try to cook seasonally, so I’m 
definitely influenced by what is at its peak 
or what holidays might be coming up. I also 
don’t post anything that I wouldn’t eat my-
self, so I typically just make what sounds 
good to me. A lot of planning goes into a 
project before the execution of it happens,” 
reveals Erickson who regularly (and boldly) 
shows o� her not-so-successful attempts in 
a charming, funny Friday Failures segment.

“My food photography has a long way to go, 
but I still get compliments from people telling 
me that they love my photos and recipes, but 
they themselves could never pull it off,” she 
continues. “I thought maybe showing my read-
ers that things aren’t always so perfect, even 
for me, would encourage them to keep trying. 

The Ultimate Meal
We do huge Friendsgivings 
at our place each year and 
I feel like that meal is the 
best representation of my 
cooking style. Just a fraction 
of that menu would be goat 
cheese-stuffed mushrooms, 
sweet potato mash, roasted 
vegetables and a pomegranate 
and rum-glazed turkey. Dessert 
would be my mini pumpkin 
pies and a batch of Hot Apple 
Jerrys to wash it all down.

TATTOOED 
MARTHA, A PLAY 

OFF MARTHA 
STEWART, BECAME 

A NICKNAME WHEN 
I STARTED SHARING 
PHOTOS OF WHAT I 
WAS DOING ON MY 

INSTAGRAM

T A T T O O S  A N D  C U P C A K E S

Tattooed Martha by Lindsey Rickert Photography
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The response to the first Friday Failures was 
huge and I can’t wait to continue to share my 
mistakes so that others can learn from them or, 
at the very least, have a good laugh!”

To date, “not including the dozens of plates 
and glasses that have met their demise 
thanks to the hardwood floors and my butter 
fingers, I’d say burning a dozen cupcakes be-
fore a photoshoot for Tattooed Martha was 
my biggest failure. I had to whip up another 
batch, get them cooked, cooled and frosted 
before the photographer showed up. Ironi-
cally, we ended up smashing the cupcakes all 
over the kitchen at the end of the shoot, so 
they weren’t entirely wasted!” she laughs.

“As far as surprises, there have been a lot 
of those. I don’t always know if my ideas will 
come to fruition, so when they look great, taste 
great and photograph well, I’m over the moon!”

INK IN THE KITCHEN
Moving from Des Moines, Iowa to Portland, 
Oregon, Erickson followed her heart and it 
paid o� in more ways than one.

“Des Moines is definitely on the rise to be-
coming a fun and trendy city, but at the time 
it felt very stifling,” she admits. “Despite be-
ing born and raised there I never felt like I 

fit in with the community. Af-
ter just one visit to Portland 
I knew I could see myself liv-
ing there. It’s weird, eccen-
tric, welcoming, beautiful and, 
above all else, feels like home.”

What’s more, if she hadn’t 
moved the almost 3,000 km, 
she likely wouldn’t have met 
her tattoo artist husband, 
Joshua 'Bacon' Erickson, who 
currently tattoos alongside Ink 
Master alum Joshua Hibbard at Inspired Tattoo in Southeast Portland.

“We were both born and raised in Iowa and had become Facebook 
friends about a year before I moved, but still never interacted,” she 
says. “After moving to Portland, I put up a post inquiring about rec-
ommendations for artists to finish my arms. He responded saying he 
had a friend that owned a shop out here and the conversation con-
tinued to flow from there. Messages turned to all-day texting to four-
hour-long phone calls and then he finally came to visit. My legs were 
shaking like a baby deer when we finally hugged and met face-to-face!”

“About a week after his visit, we both agreed that we wanted one an-
other in our lives and decided to date long distance. After six months 
of Skype dates, airport goodbyes and a collective 21,600 frequent flyer 
miles, he moved to Portland! We got engaged about six months after 
that and married in July of last year on the Oregon coast.”

Amidst all the traveling, there were also several tattoo sessions on the 
menu. “On his first visit he asked to tattoo me and since we weren’t dat-

IT’S A LITTLE SCARY 
NOT KNOWING IF 
YOUR POSTS ARE 
GOING TO DO WELL 
OR NOT, WHICH 
DIRECTLY AFFECTS 
YOUR TRAFFIC AND 
MONTHLY INCOME

Caramel Corn Cupcakes Jalapeño Mango Martini

Cucumber Summer SangriaFrench Toast Layer Cake

Tattooed Martha by Lindsey Rickert Photography
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ing yet, I agreed,” remembers 
Erickson. “We actually had our 
first kiss in the tattoo shop af-
ter he finished the tattoo! Once 
the relationship began, I knew 
that neither of us was going an-
ywhere. Despite us both being 
burned pretty bad in the past, 
we both just sort of knew that 
this was it. Every tattoo session 
became this special moment 
for both of us. I can’t imagine it 
any other way.”

“My arms were initially started by another 
artist, but Josh has since reworked and com-
pleted them. He’ll also be completing more 
work on my left leg and a back piece that we’ll 
start in the next year or so. I’ve reserved my 
right leg as my collector leg for other artists 
though,” she laughs.

“My first big—it seems silly to say big com-
pared to some of my other pieces now—tat-
too was a traditional ‘Mom’ tattoo when I 
was 19. I had my artist transfer her signature 
from a birthday card, so her handwriting will 
always be there. She loved it, but immediate-
ly said, ‘NO MORE’. Whoops!”

“My other favourite is a 45-hour thigh/bum 
piece that stretches from my hip to my knee. I 
discussed the concepts that I wanted with my 
husband and he sketched out everything that 

was in my head. To me, it’s the perfect repre-
sentation of what can happen when you trust 
your artist to do what they do best. It fits my 
body like it was always supposed to be there.”

An added bonus that came with the move 
to Portland was the fact that the city is on 
another level when it comes to tattoo culture. 

“There’s a HUGE di�erence in the acceptance 
of tattoos,” says Erickson. “Des Moines and 
the surrounding area is still a bit close-mind-
ed when it comes to alternative lifestyles and 
they made sure you were well aware of their 
opinion by casting dirty looks your way or 
even making comments. Portland is a pretty 
heavily tattooed city and it seems like there’s 
a tattoo shop every couple of blocks, so I defi-
nitely feel more accepted here.”

INSPIRATIONS & ASPIRATIONS
Touching on the subject of inspiration, Er-
ickson begins by listing o� greats from the 
tattoo world, including “Kelly Doty, Timmy 
B, Scotty Munster—they all share this dark, 
quirky style that I love. They’re definitely on 
my Tattoo Bucket List.”

“From the culinary world, Gordon Ram-
say, of course. That guy can throw together 
a five-course menu in less than 20 minutes 
and doesn’t break a sweat! I even have a por-
trait of him hanging above my stove as moti-
vation to cook better.”

FOLLOWING OTHER 
BLOGGERS AND 

HEARING THEIR 
STORIES ABOUT 
TURNING THEIR 

HOBBY INTO A 
CAREER WAS MY 

MAIN FUEL TO 
KEEP GOING

T A T T O O S  A N D  C U P C A K E S

Wedding by Corey Bruce Photography
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“I also recently became aware of some 
amazing chefs through Netfl ix’s Chef’s Table 
series. Massimo Bottura, Francis Mallmann 
and Magnus Nilsson were my favourites. Not 
only are their stories about getting started, 
failing and starting again extremely inspir-
ing, but the ingredients they cook with and 
their presentations are mind-blowing. Their 
passion for the craft is truly admirable.”

When she’s not experimenting in the 
kitchen, Erickson is focused on expanding 
her blog, starting a new series of video tuto-
rials and working on her collaboration with 
Sailor Jerry Rum.

“I’ve been a fan of the rum and the man it 
was inspired by for many years now,” she says. 

“I made a pecan pie spiked with Sailor Jerry 
Rum and shared it on their Facebook page. 
The next day I woke up to a fl ood of new fans 
because they were kind enough to repost it. 
The partnership grew from there and we con-
tinued to collaborate on projects and recipes,” 
she elaborates. “I’m forever grateful to the 
team behind the scenes at Sailor Jerry for all 
they’ve done and continue to do for me!”

And although she doesn’t have any Sailor 
Jerry flash tattoos just yet, Erickson says 
she’s “been waiting for the right moment. 
Norman Collins had such a great sense of hu-
mour and made that clear in a lot of the fl ash 
he drew, so I feel like it will be a funny ran-

dom one when the day comes.”
Aside from that, Erickson 

should perhaps consider be-
coming a badass tour guide 
in her adoptive hometown. If 
you ever fi nd yourself in Port-
land, she has just the itinerary 
for you, filled with culinary 
treats and oddities: “I’d start 
the day at the Portland Satur-
day Market. A stone’s throw 
from there is Voodoo Dough-
nut, an obligatory stop for 
any visitor to Portland. After that 
I’d take you to Bailey’s Taproom, 
which o� ers upward of 20 rotating 
taps from primarily local breweries. 
Just across the sidewalk is Santeria, 
where you can order a burrito the 
size of a small child,” she laughs.

“To walk off that burrito, I’d take 
you several blocks over to Ground 
Kontrol, an arcade bar with all the 
classics—Pac-Man, Centipede, House 
of the Dead—and an entire upstairs fi lled with 
pinball machines. I’d finish the night out at 
Shanghai Tunnel, an underground bar that 
serves up some of the sti� est drinks and o� ers 
up a late-night menu with some of the best mac 
and cheese and noodle bowls I’ve ever had!”

We’re on our way. �

I THOUGHT MAYBE 
SHOWING MY 
READERS THAT 
THINGS AREN’T 
ALWAYS SO 
PERFECT, EVEN 
FOR ME, WOULD 
ENCOURAGE THEM 
TO KEEP TRYING

Tattooed Martha by Lindsey Rickert Photography

Spring Blossom Granita Cocktail
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RUM-SPIKED SALTED CARAMEL MILKSHAKE
Everyone has their indulgences in life and for me it's a 
rich dessert or good sti� drink. I decided to be a little bit 
naughty and combine the two! I mixed my homemade 
salted caramel sauce with Sailor Jerry Rum to create 
salted caramel rum that's actually quite delicious to sip 
on all by itself. Combined with a little ice cream, milk, 
and topped o� with a heaping pile of whipped cream and 
more caramel sauce made for a sweet and salty treat that 
was as decadent as it was strong! Whip one up for yourself 
and you'll never have a milkshake the same way again.

SALTED CARAMEL SAUCE:
1/2 cup sugar
1 1/2 tbs water
1/4 cup heavy cream
1oz Sailor Jerry Rum
1/4 tsp coarse salt

MILKSHAKE (MAKES ONE LARGE SHAKE):
1/4 cup Sailor Jerry Rum
1 1/2 tsp salted caramel sauce
3-4 scoops of vanilla ice cream

1/2 cup of milk
Whipped cream, extra caramel sauce, pinch of sea salt to 
top it all o�

INSTRUCTIONS 
Add sugar and water to a small saucepan and bring to a 
boil over the highest heat setting. Do not stir together. 
Let the mixture come to a boil for 5-7 minutes or until it 
starts to turn a rich amber color. 

Remove from heat immediately and slowly pour in 
heavy cream. The mixture will bubble up so just be care-
ful. Add Sailor Jerry Rum and sea salt and stir to mix. 
Transfer to a small bowl or mug. 

In a large glass stir together remaining Sailor Jerry 
Rum and 1 1/2 teaspoons of the caramel sauce. Place the 
mug of caramel sauce and glass of salted caramel Sailor 
Jerry in the refrigerator to chill. 

Once cooled, add ice cream and milk to your salted car-
amel rum. Stir to mix completely. Drizzle a little caramel 
sauce in a milkshake glass, pour in milkshake, and top 
with whipped cream. Drizzle more caramel on top, sprin-
kle a little sea salt on it and serve!

Enjoy responsibly.

The Ultimate Recipe 
We asked Sasha to combine some of her favorite ingredients to create 

one mind-blowing recipe just for us and she did exactly that. Presenting 
Tattooed Martha’s Rum-Spiked Salted Caramel Milkshake—yum!
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Art or ugly scribbles? It’s a question that’s kept Sweden’s street art 
scene from evolving all these years, and preserved its grey facades 

all around the country for too long. One city however, has always 
stood out. With new, ambitious minds at work the openness of 
Malmö has now spread out over Sweden. Even to Stockholm… 

Many years ago, in the Mission District—the 
Latin district in San Francisco—I saw a 
punk rock band in wrestling masks per-
form a spontaneous concert on the pave-

ment outside a tattoo studio as indifferent or even ap-
preciative police officers casually drove by. That same 
afternoon, I saw a concert in a book store and walked 
around in an alley fi lled with what the city of Stockholm 
until recently would have termed: ‘ugly scribbles’.

I walked around in this open air gallery, accompanied by 
this audible, as well as visible soundtrack, comparing it to 
the boring, grey facades of Sweden. I was thinking of the 
hostile attitude towards street art and the equalisation with 
scribbles it’s experienced since the ’80s, wondering why that 
outlook still existed. How can you prefer a wall without art?

Since then I’ve hoped the attitude would change, that the 
goal of a vibrant city such as this one where I live, would 
include colourful walls as well as spontaneous sculptures 
in parks, crochets on street lights and punk rock bands in 
wrestling attire—and fi nally that seems to be happening.

Supported by the city, a group called Color Invasion is 
now working with colouring the walls of Malmö, and last 
year saw the premiere of the street art festival Artscape, 
resulting in gigantic murals around the city. Other cit-
ies now follow, even gra�  ti conservative Stockholm has 
lifted its zero tolerance ban.

So, what actually happened?
“There’s this media image of gra�  ti as something illegal, 

that destroys, but Malmö’s always had an open attitude to-
wards it,” Dan Sapunar, artist and project leader at Color W
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Invasion, says. “They’ve always had legal walls, the gen-
eral opinion among the citizens is positive and some of the 
world’s best artist live here. We support and inspire each 
other, and last year was the right time to take that extra leap.”

We’re sitting at a café in Möllan, the most progressive 
part of town and one of the places in the city with most 
street art. The last couple of years you’ve been able to see 
a part of the walls enclosing a nearby park, Folkets Park, 
turn into a living and breathing, dynamic canvas of tags, 
paintings and political messages.

“It actually started with us painting food delivery trucks 
parked around the square where the market is. The next 
step was boring industrial environments in an adjacent 
part called Sofi elund. After that we thought bigger. May-
be a whole house?”

Before they received the financial support from the 
city, they used to go door to door and ask the proprietors 
if they could paint.

“I think the city saw the e� ect this initiative had and 
therefore felt comfortable investing some money in it,” 
street artist, Karolina Wojcik, says.

The city likes to underline the openness of Malmö. 
While the bitter attitude of the public transport compa-
ny, Stockholms Länstrafi k (SL), spawned by the many de-
stroyed subway cars throughout the years, have governed 
politics on the matter in the capital, Malmö’s outlook has 
been di� erent, according to Ola Melin at the Parks and 
Recreation department in Malmö.

“We’ve always wanted to o� er the people of Malmö part 
of the public space and let them decide what to do with 
it,” he says. “Last year we inaugurated a statue for every-

I WALKED AROUND IN 
THIS OPEN AIR GALLERY, 

ACCOMPANIED BY THIS 
AUDIBLE, AS WELL AS VISIBLE 

SOUNDTRACK, COMPARING 
IT TO THE BORING, GREY 

FACADES OF SWEDEN

W O R D  O N  T H E  S T R E E T
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one to paint on and we try to be an allowing city in other 
aspects as well. We want to be a skate city, so we build fur-
niture with steel edges so skating becomes a part of the 
city landscape instead of excluding it.”

“We see very positive forces in this type of art,” Ann 
Bergström, head of cultural support says. “15 years ago 
there was a curiosity here that didn’t exist in Gothenburg 
or Stockholm, and the wall of a parking garage in the cen-
tre was the fi rst legal wall in Sweden. Half of the citizens 
in Malmö are under 35 and this is one of their forms of 
cultural expression. We need to a�  rm that.”

“Malmö has always been well-known in the gra�  ti world 
for its legal walls,” Wojcik says. “You feel almost spoiled now-
adays. There’s always a piece or project going on in town.”

This good reputation in combination with very talent-
ed and driven people, who in their turn have invited their 
artist friends, have contributed to putting Malmö on the 
world map of street art, or at least a bigger map.

The question is why it’s taken so long for this art form to 
be accepted, despite Malmö's attitude.

“Sweden’s always been behind, partly due to the zero tol-

erance of Stockholm,” Tor Hedendahl, project leader at the 
street art festival, Artscape, says. “It spread to Malmö and 
other parts and often people went to other places in Europe 
to paint, like Berlin, instead. Artscape wouldn’t have been 
possible fi ve, ten years ago, but now the time was right.”

On the way to Sofi elund, where Dan is working on his 
latest creation on the wall of a car mechanic, we pass the 
legal surface on the outer wall of Folkets Park. Most mu-
rals here don’t last very long, which might indicate there's 
an even greater need for space.

His new mural overlooks the kind of boring environ-
ment he mentioned earlier. It’s a rundown gravel parking 
lot with a semi-torn down brick wall. The key to colour-

THERE'S THIS MEDIA IMAGE 
OF GRAFFITI AS SOMETHING 
ILLEGAL, THAT DESTROYS, 
BUT MALMÖ'S ALWAYS HAD AN 
OPEN ATTITUDE TOWARDS IT
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ing the city seems to be reaching private property own-
ers. At fi rst Dan and his friends began contacting them on 
their own and continued through Color Invasion. Then, 
last year, came the big change with Artscape. Suddenly 
Malmö was able to fl aunt the highest murals in Sweden 
as the art form reached outer areas of the city as well.

“Property owners became more positive,” Heden-
dahl says. “They see it as something cool and not just 
vandalism anymore.”

“Color Invasion as well as Artscape have made an im-
print, and we've had many positive meetings with peo-
ple,” Sapunar adds. “When we're able to show them what 

we've already done, it's easier.”
Jimmie Holmberg is one those property owners. After 

having met with Dan he decided to have his centrally lo-
cated property adorned.

“The kind of gra�  ti scribbles you see in underpasses 
and on train cars is too much, but this is real art,” he says. 
“There used to be a lot of scribbles on that wall, and it 
wasn't very pretty, but this turned out great. Also, it was 
properly handled and organised. Dan came to me with 
sketches and an application for a building permit.”

Not everybody is convinced though. According to Roger 
Lindström at Saneringsbompaniet—a company in charge 
of cleaning facades—scribbles have gone up 200 percent 
on the properties around Folkets Park in the last two years.

“I don’t think the people in charge know what they’ve 
done, and the painters don’t seem to know where they 
can or can’t paint. It’s insane.”

However, Kristina Dollmayer at Heimstaden, one of 
the major property owners in the area, doesn’t agree.

“It varies. When it’s warmer people scribble more, but we 
haven’t noticed any big change since they legalised the wall.”

WE WANT TO BE A SKATE CITY, 
SO WE BUILD FURNITURE 

WITH STEEL EDGES SO 
SKATING BECOMES A PART OF 

THE CITY LANDSCAPE INSTEAD 
OF EXCLUDING IT

W O R D  O N  T H E  S T R E E T
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This graffiti trend has now spread to other cities, even 
Stockholm. The previously ‘street art conservative’ capi-
tal now has a couple of legal walls.

“I think it has to do with the fact that it's our generation 
making important decisions now,” Zaki, gra�  ti artist and 
tattooist at Old Number 5 Tattoo Parlour in Stockholm, 
says. “Also, younger artists are inspired by seeing older 
artists painting legally and actually selling paintings.”

To be able to paint he used to go to Malmö for vacation. 
Now he doesn’t have to.

“I’d love for street art to be part of the urban landscape. 
It creates a whole di� erent atmosphere, a more open cul-
tural sensation, but I can't really see that happening in 
Stockholm. Malmö is way ahead on that front.”

But overall, 2014 was a great year for Swedish street art.
“Nobody’s ever had the lineup we had, and we had six 

or seven representatives of other cities visiting us for in-
spiration,” Hedendahl says. “Some of them asked us to do 
similar projects in their towns. The point of Artscape was 
to open up doors. Hopefully we’ve done that. Street art 
has been taken to a new level now.”

Not only that, recently I found myself outside a record 
store in Möllan, listening to a hardcore band playing on 
the pavement at Malmö Hardcore Festival. A block away 
I saw the legal wall at the park and suddenly, amongst all 
the punk dreads, patched jean jackets and cluttered tat-
tooed arms, it hits me. It may have been 15 years, but the 
circle is now complete. You can see punk bands playing in 
the streets and well made street art in the suburbs, you're 
encouraged to skate in the centre, there are second hand 
shops on every corner and you can eat Mexican street 
food and Vietnamese baguettes here and there.

It's almost like I never have to go to San Francisco again.
Almost. But not quite… ®

THE POINT OF ARTSCAPE 
WAS TO OPEN UP DOORS. 
HOPEFULLY WE’VE DONE THAT. 
STREET ART HAS BEEN TAKEN 
TO A NEW LEVEL NOW
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Matt Hart
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Oriental is one of the most popular styles within tattooing and arguably 
the most timeless. Chances are that a samurai back piece fi nished today 
will look not unlike a piece fi nished ten years ago. Or twenty years ago. Or 
even like that samurai back piece on the sleeve of Dokken’s Beast From 
the East LP from 1988. But enough with the obscure music references. 
Wayne Simmons is Turning Japanese for this month’s Behind the Ink. 

Matt Hart is feeling nos-
talgic. Having been 
tattooing for over fif-
teen years, he’s some-

thing of a veteran. He’ll have seen 
various styles come and go and then 
come again; tribal, new school, old 
school; they’ve all had their day in 
the sun. But one style remains a 
constant, maybe even an anchor by 
which tattooing itself remains em-
bedded within cultures both past 
and present: Oriental. ‘To me Japa-
nese was and still is the best of what I 
think tattooing should be,’ Matt says. 

‘I like how it will encompass the 
body: it's not just about where you 
put a picture on a body part, you’re 
putting work into that person.’ 

Today, Matt is a custom artist 
with his own studio, Inspirations in 

Leeds, but he’s worked the trenches 
just like everyone else. ‘Back then, it 
was di� erent to what it is now. Tat-
tooing wasn’t mainstream. Most 
studios were backstreet flash stu-
dios and there were only six of them 
in the whole of Leeds. Now there are 
hundreds.’ Matt tattooed whom-
ever and whatever came through 
the door, but when he picked up a 
magazine, it was always the Orien-
tal work that drew his eye. Soon he 
had his favourites: ‘Filip Leu and 
Shige really stood out for me then 
and they still do now. I love the ex-
tra-large compositions, the way the 
design fl ows with the body and the 
bright colours.’ Tropes which Matt 
has since adapted into his own work.

For Sare Tracey, it was the other 
way around. ‘I’ve had an interest in 

ORIENTAL
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B E H I N D  T H E  I N K

Japan for pretty much as long as I 
can remember,’ she tells me. ‘The 
geishas, the samurai, the history. 
I have Alaskan Malamute  dogs 
and my girl is called Yuki, which 
means snow in Japanese.’ Only 
natural, then, that she would be 
drawn to Oriental when she start-
ed tattooing. ‘There are so many 
things you can do with the style,’ 
she tells me. ‘I love the meanings 
certain things have, and the stories behind 
the characters.’

Sare has been with the same studio for over 
a decade, Karma Collective in Birmingham, 
seeing a name change as well as artists com-
ing and going over the years. ‘The studio is 
now all female artists. Myself and Sofie Simp-

son have worked there the long-
est and Fiona Hambleton started 
with us last year.’ Today, the shop 
is owned by Karma, who also own 
the vegan store next door, hence 
the name change: ‘The Collective 
being all of us; a collection of peo-
ple bought together by art, tattoos 
and piercing,’ Sare explains. ‘It’s a 
good team and we all get on really 
well which I think is important as 

you spend most of your time with the people 
you work with. They’re part of my family.’ 
And just like next door, everything at Karma 
Collective is vegan and cruelty-free. ‘From 
the inks to the transfer papers, cleaning 
products, everything,’ Sare tells me. Which, 
being a vegan herself, suits her just fine.

To me Japanese 
was and still is 
the best of what 
I think tattooing 

should be
MATT HART

All work this page Matt Hart
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Of course, the Far East is not 
just known for good karma. Yaku-
za is a name that will strike fear 
into the hearts of many, and may 
even partly explain the bad rep 
tattoos in general get. It’s not 
something Matt is that concerned 
about, though, shrugging it o�. ‘In 
my mind tattoos will always be 
used by the outer fringes of any 
society as it gives any group of 
people a sense of solidarity, some 
way of identifying to others who 
they are and what they are about.’

Sare agrees, believing this might be one 
area where things get Lost in Translation 
(sic). ‘I think in the west, the yakuza are 
thought of as being tattooed and having 

missing digits,’ she says. ‘And yes, 
the older generation of yakuza 
did get heavily tattooed. But  I 
was reading something a while 
ago about tattoos having fallen 
out of favour with them as it 
made them more easily identified 
by the authorities.’ 

A serious drawback for any 
crime syndicate!

So what of travelling to the 
Far East themselves? And more 
importantly, which of the tattoo 

masters would our two artists like to score 
some ink from when they get there? Matt 
would love nothing more but money and 
a young family have made it difficult. He 
doesn’t even blink when it comes to who 

Every time someone 
says you can do 

whatever you like, 
I always say, “Can I 
do a severed head?” 

But no one ever 
wants one!

Sare Tracey

All work this page Sare Tracey
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he would get work from, though. 
‘Filip Leu and Shige. The two 
artists who inspired me from 
the beginning.’

For Sare, visiting Japan one day 
is definitely part of the plan and 
she’s got her list already drawn 
up when it comes to seeking 
out some genuine Japanese ink: 

‘Kokura Horimatsu, Miyazo, Ho-
riei Shinshu, Shige and Tomokazu Ikarashi. 
Also Sabado and Genko,’ she adds. ‘Would be 
amazing to get tattooed by any of them.’

Moving forwards, both Matt and Sare have 
the same goal in mind when it comes to their 
own work: to go bigger and to go bolder. ‘I re-
ally like the body suit idea,’ Matt enthuses. 

‘One design: central piece on the back; ac-

companying piece on the arms, 
legs and ribs; all tied together 
with a common background. I 
would like to get as many of those 
done before I'm gone.’ 

Sare has just finished her first 
body suit and is dying to get mo-
toring on her second. And then 
there’s that illusive severed head. 

‘Samurai or geisha,’ she says, 
‘doesn’t matter which. I just really want to 
do one.’ She laughs, then adds: ‘Every time 
someone says you can do whatever you like, 
I always say, “Can I do a severed head?” But 
no one ever wants one! So, yeah, if anyone 
out there wants a severed head feel free to 
get in touch.’

You heard the lady.  �

B E H I N D  T H E  I N K

It's not just about 
where you put 
a picture on a 

body part, you’re 
putting work into 

that person
MATT HART

Sare Tracey

Sare Tracey Matt Hart

Matt Hart Sare Tracey
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FLORENCE
TATTOO CONVENTION

With a few years under the belt for this show already and the call 
of one of the most famous ‘art cities’ in the world backing it up, it 

would be foolish not accept their generous invitation to join in

Interesting fact: while both 
Google Maps and Apple 
Maps are amazing 21st cen-
tury inventions, they are 

only as good as one mans ability to 
interpret them correctly. Which is 
a good way of saying I got lost try-
ing to find both my hotel and the 
convention. I retire the phone to 
a pocket and wander—because 
not all who wander are truly lost. 
Sometimes it’s just a temporary 
delay. With my face out of my 
phone, I notice people. People 
with tattoos and backpacks, so I 
follow them instead and get to the 
convention much faster than the 
maps were taking me.

For a show that hasn’t been 
open too long, it’s reasonably busy 
on the Friday evening but quiet 
enough to take photographs of the 
art gallery installation here (which 
is easily the best I have ever seen) 
without being photobombed by 
crowds—accidentally or other-
wise. There’s also a lot of artists 
already working. If they’re not tat-
tooing, they’re drawing or dress-
ing their stands. It’s a great looking 
show—this much I can tell from 
even the briefest of strolls to get 
my bearings and yet what sticks 

out most for me is the fact that I 
recognise only a fraction of names 
here. This is a show that could go 
either way but the sheer amount of 
original art and/or prints for sale at 
(pretty much) every booth suggests 
it’s going to be The Bomb.

And it is.
The following morning, the first 

day ‘proper’ that the show is open, 
there’s a more than satisfying 
healthy queue winding from the 
doors, up the concrete steps and out 
onto the street—which is no mean 
feat. Of all the things I didn’t expect 
to see here, rain would have been 
top of the list, but here it is all the 
same. Not that it matters—it’s just 
an observation on my side because 
during the four times I left the show 
that day (and it was hardcore from 
12 noon until the 2am closing), the 
people lining up never seemed to 
get any smaller. I would guess it’s a 
cultural thing that the day can begin 
at any time because there are just as 
many people eager to get in at 8pm 
as there are when I got here and 
there were still people looking for 
free slots after midnight.

A last word on this is that the 
Sunday was exactly the same—only 
without the rain. If you’re think- W
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florencetattooconvention.com

Florence has handed 
over some serious 
talent across the 

centuries—there’s 
no law that says 

it should stop 
anytime soon
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ing of taking a trip to a show abroad 
next year, propel Florence to the top 
of your list—you can pick up return 
flights for less than it would cost you 
to go London to Edinburgh by train. 
Anyway, they tell me it’s ‘just a small 
indie show’ but it’s far, far more than 
that—it has a heart and it has a soul. 
Plus—its Florence so you don’t actu-
ally need an excuse.

Taking the show as one very long 
day that happened to span two so 
my head doesn’t hurt, what made 
it so neat? Despite not speaking 
any Italian bar my ability to order 
coffee and/or a maximum of three 
pastries—for which I am eternally 
ashamed—most artists here know 

enough English to get you out of a hole. 
Not being the kind of person to ever look at an artist 

list before arriving (even for our own shows—it takes all 
the fun out of it), I’m genuinely excited to find one of my 
favourite tattoo artists of all time kicking out the jams 
here and that would be Diego Brandi. His repertoire has 
expanded a lot since we last locked horns with the addi-
tion of some mosaic influence but it’s good to see him still 
pushing out the style that I originally fell in love with. 
Not so far away from him is Giovanni Despair. Black-
work par excellence is how I would term what is coming 
from that man’s head. I turn to find Amanda Toy with her 
head down—I turn again to find the familiar face of Otto 
D’ambra. Considering we should bump into each other 
a lot more than we do with his studio (White Elephant) 
being in London, the last time we shared a drink was in 
Milan. Go figure.

And so the list goes on and on: Fulvio Vaccarone, Hang-

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
Piazza Della Signoria
At the height of the 
Florentine renaissance, in 
a time that art, culture, and 
thought were flourishing, a 
fiery Catholic priest named 
Savonarola captured the 
attention of the city and 
denounced their idolization 
of material wealth. In an 
attempt to cleanse the city, 
he set forth the infamous 
“Bonfire of the Vanities”. 
His power grew to where 
he declared himself more 
powerful than the pope, who 
excommunicated the priest 
and had him executed at 
the stake in the exact spot 
of his bonfire. A non-
descript plaque in Piazza 
Della Signoria marks the 
spot of this dark moment 
in Florentine history.

This is a show that could go either way but the amount of original art 
for sale at every booth suggests it’s going to be The Bomb
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man Dex, Missy Veleno, Maya Va-
voom, Gian Mauro Spanu, Chiara 
Pina, my buddy Luigi Marchini… I 
could keep going forever but aside 
from these pages and photographs, 
you can and should do your own re-
search on the artists working the 
show. Florence has handed over 
some serious talent across the cen-
turies—there’s no law that says it 
should stop anytime soon.

Of particular note whilst on the 
tour of the floor, I stopped in my 
tracks when I saw a beautiful black 

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
Santa Margherita 
dei Cerchi
In a small chapel, tucked 
behind an alleyway near 
Florence’s Duomo, is 
the place where one of 
history’s great poets found 
his muse. This is the chapel 
where Dante first saw 
his beloved Beatrice, and 
was inspired to write the 
Divine Comedy. Beatrice, 
her nanny, and members 
of her family, the Portinari, 
are buried here, and it’s 
customary for star-struck 
lovers to leave notes at 
her shrine, asking for her 
blessing. The chapel also 
contains a 15th-century 
altarpiece and a painted 
tribute to Dante and his 
great inspiration. Just 
around the corner is the 
purported house where 
Dante was raised.

and grey sleeve that appeared to be based on the arm-own-
er’s family history. Next to her, another family member 
with a similar work, this time on the thigh. These belonged 
to Ozon Tattoo and man, that’s surely some of the best re-
alism I’d seen in a long time. Just one of those ‘time and 
a place, right subject on the right person’ kind of things—
but totally worth fawning over. Handing over my card, I’m 
pleased that they were pleased that I was pleased. 

Also worthy of note were the collective of guys from 
InkMaster with a booth from hell comfortably accommo-
dating four artists that included our buddy who has been 
featured in these very pages, Gentle Jay. Perhaps it was 
the fact that we all found solace in our inability to speak 
zero Italian together that brought us close but the reason 

It’s a cultural thing that the day can begin at any 
time—there are as many people eager to get in at 8pm 
as there were at 12
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
The Pre-Fresco at San 
Miniato Del Monte
Florence is full of rich 
artistic works: bright 
frescoes, gleaming 
statues, altarpieces 
steeped in history. Inside 
this 11th-century church, 
sitting on a hill high above 
the city, to the right of 
the altar, is a fascinating 
restored “cartoon” the 
drawing on the wall before 
the fresco is applied. A 
fresco is when the artist 
applies paint to wet plaster. 
Before the painting, the 
artist draws a cartoon, a 
rendering of the scene they 
will paint. This drawing 
depicts a woman praying 
to a small crucifix as she 
is watched over from 
another hooded figure. It’s 
a rare opportunity to see 
an ancient work that never 
took form. Next to the 
church is a small cemetery 
including the grave of 
Carlo Collodi, the author of 
Pinocchio. No word of a lie!

is irrelevant—one could not wish for a nicer bunch of peo-
ple to raise some hell with at the end of the day, but I still 
feel bad about my own language skills.

Finally, without question, the best non-tattoo related 
thing seen all weekend was the Haka performed by the 
Maori collective from Ta Tiki Toa. We’ve all seen it on the 
TV but much like any other ceremonial dance of value, 
being witness to it in the flesh is a whole di�erent ball-
game. I’ve never seen anything quite like it–and believe 
me, I’ve seen some ‘things’ over the years. Primal, beauti-
ful, powerful… there are hundreds of ways to describe it 

but the best would probably be to say 
it was emotional. Seriously. It raises 
some heartfelt questions about be-
ing connected to something of value 
rather than something you need a 
password for.

So there you have it—Florence 
kicked my ass. 

You should have been there. ¡

If you’re thinking 
of taking a trip to 
a show abroad 
next year, propel 
Florence to the top 
of your list
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Now here’s a book that will be welcome on any shelf of those 
who like to push the boundaries of tattoo art. This second 
volume—which follows on from the fi rst—presents read-
ers with these ‘new’ tattoo concepts, free from traditional 

codes and drawing on the visual arts and graphic design. For regular 
readers of Skin Deep, there will be some more than familiar names 
included here: the Expanded Eye duo, Emily Roby, Chaim Machlev, 
Ivana, Little Swastika, Ondrash, Volko & Simone, Marta Lipinski to 
name but a few.

LA VEINE 
GRAPHIQUE 
(VOL 2)
Christophe 
Escarmand
Published by: Noire 
Méduse: €40
192 pages—over 
275 photographs
Written in French 
and English
ISBN: 978-2-9539778-2-0
Order direct from: 
noire-méduse.com

R E V I E W

Aside from being another feather in the cap 
for those pushing down the walls of what is 
possible on skin—and indeed, what is accepta-
ble—it’s likely that readers will fi nd more than 
enough here to start their own journey into 
the unknown. A journey to place where tattoos 
aren’t simply a motif on the skin but a living, 
breathing extension of who they actually are.

A very, very cool book. �

FOOTNOTES: Christophe Escarmand has been involved in the tattooing world since 1998 when he began designing tattoos for professionals. His work, 
which has been widely distributed internationally, was the reason behind his passion for the changing styles and trends in this environment. Noire 
Méduse Publications, a small and independent publishing house created in 2011, is exclusively dedicated to the tattoo culture and its many facets.
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A N  E Y E  I S  U P O N  Y O U

My very first tattoo turns 18 next 
week, and I turn 39. If my tat-
too were a person it would be 
old enough to buy alcohol with-

out me, but as it's a cat, and only a picture of 
a cat, it's probably redundant to define its age 
in this way. Still, my earliest tattoos are inex-
tricably intertwined with narratives of youth, 
and the frivolous milestones that seemed so 
important back then. My first woman-tattoo, 
my fourth overall, happened back in the days 
when counting my tattoos still seemed im-
portant, so 2001, or thereabouts.

If I can't remember exactly when I got it, 
I certainly can't remember my rationale for 
choosing it but I do know that it was drawn 
and tattooed by Zoe Binnie, early in her ap-
prenticeship. We'd known each other some 
years by then, and after short period of sus-
picious competition germinated by a shared 
desire to dress as much like Courtney Love as 
possible, we'd settled into a firm friendship. 
Our accidental outfit-matching turned out 
to be indicative of other shared interests, and 
one of our common inspirations happened to 
be British women in WWII. Women who had 
taken on the jobs of men without ever losing 
their air of glamour, maintaining their morale 
in miserable munition factories and potato 
fields with Bobby pins and shared lipstick.

This interest in the juxtaposition of style 
and slog had evolved from our fascination 
with women we had encountered in our most 
formative years—my grandmother, Gladys, 
who, on learning that she was the only em-
ployee at the shoe factory facing conscrip-
tion (due to her now non-essential task, 
punching holes into brogues) decided to join 
the RAF, because grey-blue of the uniform 
would better compliment her complexion 
than army green, and Zoe's Brownie Leader, 
whose 35-year-out-of-date hairdo had elic-

PAULA HARDY KANGELOS
 DiamondBetty

The following is inspired by tattooer Harriet Heath and her question: ‘What 
made you decide to get a tattoo of a woman on you?’—which was one of 

nine questions, asked as part of Harriet's ‘Girl on Girl’ zine project

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS

ited many hours of envy.
It's incredibly likely then, that my land-

girl tattoo, complete with tiny parachuting 
military men, was devised as a tribute to 
the women of war, but more than a decade 
later, having worn the image for a 3rd of my 
lifespan (and with the invaluable benefit of 
hindsight) I can also read it as a statement 
of intent—a reminder to live a life by one's 
own aesthetics, to be bold in style and to be 
heartened by having the opportunities to 
do so. My grandmother's perpetual red lips 
eventually seeped into her wrinkles, but she 

JACQUELYN SOLD 
COSMETICS FROM A BIG 
RED TRUCK IN A SMALL 
ALABAMA TOWNIE A 
PREFAB HOUSE, BY A CREEK 
WITH BROKEN CARS… 

James Davies
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C L A S S I F I E D S

Pigments Tattoo Studio  o f 
Newport Pagnell, are looking for 
another custom tattoo artist, to 
join their team. We are a multi-
award winning studio, with a 
current waiting list exceeding 6 
months! Preferably we would like 
someone that excels at either 
New School, Neo-Traditional 
or Blackwork, to compliment 
our existing artists genres. 
No egos or baggage required, 
but a strong portfolio and a 
welcoming smile is! Please email 
tattooguy@mail.com

Revolver Tattoo Rooms are 
Expanding .  Fancy l iv ing by 
the seaside in South Devon? 
Well, Revolver Tattoo Rooms 
in Torquay are looking to build 
on their busy studio team in 
Torquay and are looking for the 
following: Tattoo Artist - at least 
two years studio experience and 
top notch portfolio. Piercer - 
Studio experience and portfolio 
to prove it. Permanent Make-
Up Technician - we have a huge 
customer base just waiting for 
you. Successful applicants will 
be hard working and looking to 
join a friendly and creative team 
that have been together for 
many years. If you are interested 
please contact Dave Perry at 
thedavidperry@yahoo.co.uk Or 
via Any of the following social 
networks... Www.facebook.com/
daveperrytattoo Instagram: 
thedav idperr y  Twi t ter :   @
thedavidperry

Number Nine Tattoo in Malvern, 
Worcestershire are looking for 
an additional artist - full or part 
time.  Applicants should have 
previous studio experience, 
and be used to doing only 
custom work.  We work on an 
appointment only basis and 
so an existing client base is 
preferable however we are a 
busy little studio in a small 
town with a great reputation. 

Contact: Becky Barker  www.
numberninetattoo.co.uk , www.
beckyadelaidetattoo.co.uk or 
call 07790 132677

Dezired Inkz in Nottinghamshire 
are now looking for a third 
tattooist  to  jo in  our  busy 
studio . A Good understanding 
of  the industry  and an up 
to date portfol io  is  v i ta l  . 
Sel f  employed & fu l l  t ime 
permanent work. We would also 
consider an apprenticeship 
applications. Contact Adam at 
infodeziredinkz@yahoo.co.uk

Tattoo Studio 149 are looking for 
a permanent experienced artist 
to join their studio on either 
a full or part time basis, must 
have a portfolio and be a good all 
rounder, with excellent customer 
ski l ls .  I f  interested please 
contact Lisa on 07515695595 
or email for more details at 
studio149@outlook.com

We are looking for a full time 
artist to come join us in fallen 
a n g e l  t a t to o  i n  L i ve r p o o l , 
you will need at least 2 years 
experience and an up to date 
p o r t f o l i o .  n o  a p p r e n t i c e s 
please.  i f  you’re interested 
p l e a s e  c o n t a c t  C a r o l e  o n 
0 1 5 1  7 2 7  6 7 7 9  o r  e m a i l 
f a l l e n a n g e l t a t t o o s t u d i o @
yahoo.co.uk

E x p e r i e n c e d  t a t t o o  a r t i s t 
wanted. We are looking for 
someone to come and join our 
team here at our busy  studio 
in Dunstable Clarity 11 to work 
alongside our other tattoo artist 
James. Looking for somebody 
with a strong portfolio good 
people skills and no ego. Please 
contact 01582 965569.

Whether you’re looking for an additional artist for your studio, a house manager or are selling 
an established business lock, stock and two smoking barrels, these free streamlined classifi eds 
ought to get the ball rolling. Send your needs to Jazz Publishing, 1 Marcher Court, Sealand Road, 
Chester CH1 6BS, or email them into: editor@skindeep.co.uk

All details correct at time of going to press. 
Adverts cannot be taken over the phone. 
Please include your full studio details even
if they are not to accompany the wording.

continued to apply her lipstick in joy and in defi ance, for 
the remainder of her 85 years. Zoe and I now live several 
hundred miles apart, and although we no longer fi nd our 
outfi ts accidentally matching our we both continue our 
investment in the sartorially dramatic. Zoe has taken a 
place beside my grandmother on the list of women I most 
admire and I expect she'll stay there for evermore.

Another admirable woman in my life inspired a second 
Zoe-made, girl-themed tattoo, my trailer park pin up, a trib-
ute to my fi rst mother-in-law, Jacquelyn. Jacquelyn sold cos-
metics from a big red truck in a small Alabama town, and vis-
iting her little prefab house, by a creek, with broken cars and 
singing crickets all around, was like a trip to a movie set. I was 
there, on Jacquelyn's porch, 2000 miles from home when 
Gladys died. I went to the nearest parlour and had her name 
tattooed, eschewing script in favour of my beloved mother-
in-law's handwriting. Later, when my marriage ended, I had 
to grieve for Jacquelyn too, and I'm privileged to have a tat-
too for her too, a little bit of the South that is forever mine.

My grandmother's name isn't the only girl's name I 
have tattooed, I also have my mother's name, Denise, an-
other mark made on one of those foggy, slow motion days 
that are unnoticed by all but the newly bereaved. More 
happily, I have my sister's name, Karen, beside a cartoon 
character that best encapsulates my view of her, through 
the prism of our ’70s childhood and my daughter's name, 
Ivy, is spaced across three of my fi ngers, underneath her 
big brother—my knuckles read 'Love' and 'Nate', instead 
of the traditional love and hate.

There are no other male names on my skin, unless I count 
the ex that was later obliterated by tattoo-scribble, there is 
no chapter in my life story, no room on my body, for him.

My story is only a love story, a tale of mothers, daugh-
ters, sisters and friends. �

Jen Moore
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W H E N  W O R L D S  C O L L I D E

As well as writing about tattoos, 
I actually work in social media 
marketing. I spend the entirety of 
my working day interacting with 

people on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
One night after work, my friend and I took 

ourselves o� for a treat pizza night. At the ta-
ble next to us was a family of four who spent 
the entirely of their meal with their heads 
down in the worlds of their own separate 
devices. Two young boys playing games, dad 
checking spreadsheets and mum texting (not 
that I was being nosy or anything).

I was overcome by a sense of sadness, 
which then resulted in us putting the digi-
tal world to rights for well over an hour. 
We questioned, are we binge eating when 
it comes to social networks? Are we so ab-
sorbed in a world that’s now completely 
run by an electronic device, that we’re actu-
ally missing out on something—in this case, 
a family of four catching-up with each other 
after a long day apart? 

When it comes to tattoos, nearly all of us 
are absorbing art through plastic screens—
we can’t be viewing or appreciating them in 
the same way we did 20 years ago (I know Mr. 
S has some thoughts on this too). Is the pro-
cess of scrolling through your Instagram feed 
the same as looking at the tattoo in the centre 
of this page as you read this?

As someone who works in digital marketing, 
I’m not going to preach that we should throw 
our iPads out of the window—I think it’s ben-
eficial for the world that we consume infor-
mation digitally. Online content creation is a 
marvellous thing—we can share photos with 
our families, remember happy memories and 
have a strong voice in today’s world. 

But are we eating a healthy balance of 
online and offline interaction? Maybe we 
all need to go on some sort of digital diet—
a time period away from our social media 
profiles where we re-introduce ourselves to 
what life felt like before we needed to con-
stantly update our statuses. Maybe it would 
encourage us to use the internet more pur-
posefully in the future. 

It certainly feels like we could be at the 

tipping point of a digital revolution and a 
certain community of people are wanting to 
rewind the digital clock. Maybe one day we’ll 
reclaim that time when organic experiences 
held value over all else.  

Every word of this column has been the 
result of a good old-fashioned chin-wag 
with my mate, with no digital keypads and 
nothing but carbs and wine between us. 
My phone is staying in my bag during meal 
times from now on. ¢

IS SCROLLING THROUGH 
YOUR INSTAGRAM FEED 
THE SAME AS LOOKING 
AT THE TATTOO IN THE 
CENTRE OF THIS PAGE? 

BECCY RIMMER
 BeccyRimmer

This month Beccy Rimmer has been drifting in and out of the digital world…

Jose Charlaca
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